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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 The cult of martyrs existed throughout the Mediterranean world in late antiquity, but 
local communities venerated the martyrs in their own ways and for their own reasons.  During 
the fourth and fifth centuries, two factions of Christianity existed in North Africa.  Catholicism 
and Donatism competed for the souls of North African Christians, and this competition 
influenced the development of the cult of martyrs in that region.  The sermons on the martyrs by 
Augustine of Hippo (354-430) illuminate the milieu of North African Christianity’s cult of 
martyrs and demonstrate that Augustine viewed “possessing” the martyrs as a key component in 
overcoming his ecclesiastical rivals.  In order to “reclaim” martyrdom from the Donatists, 
Augustine reinterpreted martyrdom solely in light of the New Testament concept of bearing 
witness.  This reinterpretation had a number of results.  First, focusing on witness bearing gave 
Augustine the justification for invalidating all forms of voluntary martyrdom, which the 
Donatists tolerated.  Secondly, Augustine taught that Christians must not admire the sufferings of 
martyrs for their own sakes; they must look past the sufferings to honor the cause of the martyrs, 
which belonged to the Catholics.  Third, Augustine’s emphasis on the martyrs’ cause over the 
martyrs’ sufferings enabled him to expand the classification of martyr well beyond those who 
had died violently for the faith.  This approach to understanding the cult of martyrs demonstrates 
the unique manner in which one bishop attempted to make the cult relevant to his local 
circumstances. 
  1 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 In Carthage, Maximian and Isaac became martyrs for their North African church.  The 
account of their sufferings and deaths indicates that the authorities brutally tortured the two 
before killing them. 
Thus a war was waged between his [Maximian’s] body and the torturers, between 
sacrilegious people and a devout man, between strength of soul and butchers, between a 
soldier of Christ and soldiers of the devil, between an enduring person and his judge.  One 
miserable man was enough to fight so gloriously against so much torture and against such a 
multitude of the enemy that in this one contest, the enemy could not report a single victory. 
[...] These very servants of sacrilege hardly had their fill with one victim before handing 
over another [Isaac] to be sacrificed at their hands in the same way so that they might 
openly surpass the standards of their ancestors.
1
 
After their deaths, the authorities dumped Maximian’s and Isaac’s bodies in the sea so that their 
supporters could not honor the martyrs’ remains.  God provided a miracle, however, causing the 
martyrs’ bodies to wash up on the shore.  Rejoicing, their community of faith recovered the 
bodies and provided them with the proper rites of burial. 
 This bracing tale of martyrdom contains the hallmarks of its genre:  faithful Christians, 
evil and cruel government officials, torture, death, and God’s seal of approval on the actions of 
his people.  The Passion of Maximian and Isaac, however, is not as typical as it might first seem.  
Maximian and Isaac died on August 15, 347,
2
 decades after Constantine claimed Christianity as 
                                                
1
Passio Maximiani et Isaac, in Donatist Martyr Stories: the Church in Conflict in Roman 
North Africa, Maureen A. Tilley ed. and trans. (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1996), 66-67. 
2
For dating, see Tilley, Donatist Martyr Stories, 61. 
  2 
his most favored religion.  When the text refers to “soldiers of the devil,” it refers to other 
Christians.  In North Africa at the beginning of the fourth century, two rival associations of 
churches emerged.  One gained the support of the Roman emperor; the other suffered his wrath.  
The two groups shared the same liturgy, but each had its own hierarchy.
3
   
When Augustine began his preaching career as bishop of Hippo in 395, he found 
himself in a rather unenviable position.  His communion was the persecutor in the above 
scenario, but he still needed to preach about martyrdom to his congregation.  He had to convince 
his hearers that the traditions of martyrdom lay with his communion, not his rivals’.  Moreover, 
those Christians in Augustine’s communion had been free of persecution for almost a century, 
while the Donatist congregations recently had experienced persecution at the hands of those 
aligned with Augustine. 
This study attempts to illuminate Augustine’s North African context by investigating 
some of his homiletical tactics in this war between rival Christian sects.  In his preaching on the 
martyrs, Augustine breaks with many North African traditions regarding martyrdom, as well as 
many traditions of the wider Mediterranean.  He redefines martyrdom in light of New Testament 
terminology, widening the gap between the sects and providing his communion with an 
alternative view of their relationship to the martyrs. 
The Development of Martyrdom  
in Early Christianity 
 Martyrdom was not static and unchanging.  Conceptions and definitions of martyrdom 
developed and shifted throughout the history of early Christianity.  Etymologically, “martyr” 
comes from the Greek word mavrtuV, which means “testifier” or “witness.”  At some point during 
                                                
3
Peter Brown, Augustine of Hippo: a Biography, new edition with epilogue (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2000), 207-221. 
  3 
Christianity’s first 150 years, Christians began using this word to describe those who had died 
violently for the faith.  The writers of the New Testament used mavrtuV and its cognates 
frequently, but in these occurrences the word points to bearing witness or testifying.
4
  Sometimes 
the mavrtuV is an apostle, but often the mavrtuV is God himself.5  In a couple of New Testament 
passages the term mavrtuV seems closest to carrying overtones of the sense of “martyr.”6 
 In the Revelation to John, a certain Antipas is described as “my witness, my faithful 
one, who was killed among you.”
7
  Antipas’s being a faithful witness is not necessarily 
contingent on his being killed, but the ideas are closely linked in this passage.  John’s use of 
mavrtuV is of interest, however, because he also calls Jesus a faithful witness just before and just 
after the passage about Antipas.
8
  So either Antipas and Jesus are both martyrs or neither are.  
The second instance of mavrtuV being related to violent death comes when Paul is giving his own 
testimony to the people of Jerusalem in the twenty-second chapter of Acts.  He says, “And when 
the blood of Stephen thy witness was shed, I also was standing by and approving, and keeping 
                                                
4
Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian 
Literature, rev. and ed. Frederick William Danker [BDAG], 3
rd
 ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2000), v.s. mavrtuV, marturiva, martuvrion. 
5
E.g. Rom. 1:9; Phil 1:8; 1 Thess. 2:5, 10; 2 Cor. 1:23. 
6
Bowersock argues that these passages should not be interpreted as having any sense of 
martyrdom because of the frequency with the Biblical authors used the term to mean merely “witness.” 
G. W.Bowersock, Martyrdom and Rome (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 12-16.  Frend, 
however, uses a more nuanced approach with the New Testament texts.  He argues for a development of 
the term mavrtuV within the canon, and he believes that Johannine literature moves mavrtuV closest to the 
later meaning of “martyr.”  W. H. C. Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early Church: a Study of 
a Conflict from the Maccabees to Donatus (New York: New York University Press, 1967), 58-76. 
7
Rev. 2:13.  oJ mavrtuV mou oJ pistovV mou, o}V ajpektavnqh par juJmi'n.  All biblical 
quotations taken from the RSV. 
8
Rev. 1:9; 3:14. 
  4 
the garments of those who killed him.”
9
  Just previous to this statement, however, Paul tells the 
listening crowd that God told him that he, Paul, would be a mavrtuV.  Again, either Luke refers to 
Paul and Stephen as both being martyrs, or he means that they were both merely witnesses.
10
 
 The New Testament indicates that Christians experienced various levels of persecution 
from the Jews early on.  Persecution by the Romans, however, did not begin until 64, when Nero 
blamed Christians for a fire in Rome.
11
  Persecution by the Romans waxed and waned 
throughout the second century.  The absence or presence of persecution often depended on 
political realities that had very little to do with religion.  The state’s focus was less on punishing 
Christians than on the need to force Christians to abandon their beliefs.  For the most part, local 
authorities had the right to suppress or ignore Christian communities as they saw fit.
12
  During 
this second century of sporadic persecutions this word mavrtuV came to have its present 
definition. 
 The account of Polycarp’s martyrdom is the earliest unquestionable evidence of 
mavrtuV being used to mean martyr.  Around 150, Polycarp was the elderly bishop of Smyrna in 
Asia Minor.
13
  The church in Smryna was suffering persecution, and Polycarp attempted to avoid 
it by going into hiding.  After his second hiding place was discovered, Polycarp decided that his 
                                                
9
Acts 22:20.  kai; o{te ejxecuvnneto to; ai|ma Stefavnou tou' mavrturoV sou, kai; aujto;V 
h[mhn ejfestw;V kai; suneudokw'n kai; fulavsswn ta; iJmavtia tw'n ajnairouvntwn aujtovn. 
10
Of course Luke could possibly have envisioned this link between witness and death since he 
also wrote that God told Ananias, “I will show him how much he must suffer for the sake of my name” 
(Acts 9:16). 
11
Tacitus Annals 15.44. 
12
De Ste. Croix provides an interesting analysis of the legality of the persecutions.  He argues 
that in the provinces it was at the provincial authority’s discretion whether and how they would deal with 
the Christians.  G. E. M. De Ste. Croix, Christian Persecution, Martyrdom, and Orthodoxy (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2006), 26-38. 
13
Tradition has it that Polycarp was a disciple of John the Evangelist. 
  5 
execution must be God’s will.  The governor told Polycarp that he could go free if only he would 
curse Christ.  Polycarp answered, “For eighty-six years I have been his servant and he has done 
me no wrong.  How can I blaspheme against my king and saviour?”
14
  According to the text, 
Polycarp was both burned and stabbed with a dagger before he died.  Polycarp’s martyrdom 
became the archetypical martyr tale for early Christianity.
15
  Many later martyr accounts follow 
the style and structure of this account.  Throughout the text, Polycarp and the others who died in 
Smyrna were referred to as martyrs.  Once Christians had fused the idea of witnessing with 
suffering a violent death for the faith, the concept of martyrdom became a powerful force for 
building the identity of these Christian communities.
16
 
 North Africa had an especially strong tradition concerning martyrdom.  The cult of the 
martyrs became very popular in that region, and around the turn of the third century, the North 
African Tertullian wrote many works exalting martyrdom.  Tertullian claimed that God ordained 
martyrdom.  Since God ordained it, it should not be avoided.  He also proposed that martyrdom 
was a second baptism that would remove those sins committed after the first baptism.  And he 
famously wrote that the blood of the martyrs was the seed of the church.
17
 
                                                
14
Martyrdom of Polycarp 9.3 in Acts of the Christian Martyrs, ed. Musurillo, 2-21 
(Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1972).   jOgdohvkonta kai; e}x e[th douleuvw aujtw/' kai; oujdevn me hjdivkhsen. 
kia; pw'V duvnamai blasfhmh'sai to;n basileva mou to;n swvsantav me. Unless otherwise noted, 
translations are my own. 
15
The Apostolic Fathers, ed. Michael W. Holmes (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999), 222-
223. 
16
Castelli makes many interesting observations about the power of martyrdom in the early 
Christian communities’ construction of a self-identity.  Elizabeth A. Castelli, Martyrdom and Memory: 
Early Christian Culture Making (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004). 
17
Timothy D. Barnes, Tertullian: a Historical and Literary Study (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1985), 164-186. 
  6 
 Early in the fourth century, the emperor Diocletian instituted a systematic persecution 
of the Christian communities throughout the empire, which ended when Constantine gained 
power and began favoring Christianity.
18
  Many Christian communities suffered during 
Diocletian’s reign, but in North Africa, the persecution incited rifts between Christians that 
would never fully heal.  Many North African Christians, even bishops, abandoned the faith.  
North African Christians viewed the unfaithfulness of the bishops as especially egregious 
because often they surrendered the Scriptures to the Romans. Those who stayed faithful labeled 
these bishops traditores, i.e. “those who had handed over.”  When the persecution ended, much 
acrimony existed among the North African congregations.  Many of those who had succumbed 
under persecution wanted to reunite with their congregations, but the return of lapsed bishops 
posed a special problem.  North African Christians argued over whether they should allow these 
bishops to return to their posts, and whether the sacraments they performed had any value. 
 The schism of North African Christianity officially began when Caecilian was 
consecrated as bishop of Carthage in 311.
19
  The more rigorous elements in North African 
Christianity objected to Caecilian’s election.  They claimed that one of the bishops who 
consecrated him had been a traditor, which made the consecration invalid.  They even suggested 
that Caecilian obstructed aid that was meant for some Christian prisoners awaiting martyrdom 
during Diocletian’s persecution.
20
  Quickly Caecilian’s opponents elected a rival bishop for 
                                                
18
Barnes claims that Galerius, not Diocletian, was the driving force behind this persecution. 
Timothy D. Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1981), 15-27. 
19
Tilley rightly points out that this event was “merely a symptom of a cleavage that began 
years before.”  Tilley, The Bible in Christian North Africa: the Donatist World (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1997), 10.  Caecilian’s election, however, does represent a parting of the ways instead of division 
within a self-identifying group. 
20
Acta Saturnini 20 (PL 8:689-703). 
  7 
Carthage, Majorinus.  Neither bishop surrendered his claim, and separate hierarchies emerged.  
Majorinus’s successor, Donatus, lends his name to this rival faction, which came to be called the 
Donatists.
21
 
 Both factions appealed to Constantine for support.
22
  When Constantine and the 
bishops he consulted decided that the Christians in communion with Caecilian were the 
Catholics, the Donatists decided that the new Roman administration was reprobate.  Rome 
confirmed their suspicions when it attempted to unify the churches through force.  This new 
stance towards Christianity was merely the old persecution in a new disguise.   
 Thus, by the time that Augustine began preaching on the martyrs, he had to deal with 
North Africa’s strong tradition of martyrdom and apply it to Christians who found themselves at 
peace with the government.  Simultaneously, he had to explain why the Donatist congregations 
had no claim to this same tradition, even though they seemed to embody it.  The North African 
congregations were a battleground in which bishops waged war through their sermons.  The 
spoils of war were the souls of men and women.  Every sermon that Augustine delivered on a 
martyr’s feast day either explicitly or implicitly explained why those in attendance ought to be in 
his communion.  Unlike in other cities of the Roman world, people had a choice of which church 
suited them best. 
                                                
21
In spite of Brent Shaw’s extended diatribe on the laziness of historians who refer to the two 
parties as Donatist and Catholic, I will use the traditional nomenclature.  Shaw correctly notes that both 
factions viewed themselves as “the Catholics,” but calling the two factions “North African Christians” 
and “other North African Christians” seems unnecessarily unwieldy.  For Shaw’s delightful vituperation, 
see Brent D. Shaw, “African Christianity: Disputes, Definitions, and ‘Donatists,’” in Orthodoxy and 
Heresy in Religious Movements: Discipline and Dissent, eds. Malcolm R. Greenshields and Thomas A. 
Robinson, 4-34 (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1992). 
22
Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius, 56-61. 
  8 
Historiography on Donatism  
and Martyrdom 
 This study bridges two areas of scholarship on early Christianity that are in flux.  
Scholars have yet to reach a consensus on either the nature of Donatism or the nature of 
martyrdom.  This study investigates both in order to understand the dynamic relationship 
between the two in Augustine’s preaching and to illuminate the influence that Donatism exerted 
on Catholic conceptions of martyrdom and the cult of the martyrs.  In Augustine’s sermons, one 
sees the Donatist question’s power over North Africa’s cult of the martyrs. 
 Much controversy surrounds the history of Donatism.  The most influential work on 
Donatism remains W. H. C. Frend’s 1952 study.
23
  In this work, Frend claims that Donatism was 
not merely a theological controversy.  Frend believes that Donatism was a cultural and economic 
movement in which the indigenous North African culture attempted to assert itself against the 
Latin culture of the urban elites.
 24
  Frend’s work has influenced all writing on the Donatists and 
Augustine’s relationship to them for half a century, and until his death, Frend continued to 
promote and revise his thesis.  Recently, however, some scholars have begun to reevaluate much 
of Frend’s work. 
 Maureen Tilley’s work on Donatism approaches the schism from the perspective of 
the Donatists.  By focusing on the limited number of texts from the Donatists themselves, Tilley 
                                                
23
W. H. C. Frend, The Donatist Church: a Movement of Protest in Roman North Africa. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952. 
24
Frend supposes that the indigenous culture was a proto-Berber.  For evidence of the Semitic 
elements in Augustine’s North Africa see William M. Green, “Augustine’s Use of Punic,” in Semitic and 
Oriental Studies: a Volume Presented to William Popper Professor of Semitic Languages, Emeritus on 
the Occasion of his Seventy-fifth Birthday, 179-190 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1951). 
  9 
attempts to reconstruct the spirit of Donatism in The Bible in Christian North Africa.
25
  Tilley 
believes that Donatist congregations viewed themselves as carrying on the traditions of the 
collecta of Israel.  Due to the limited number of sources, some of Tilley’s thesis regarding the 
motivations behind Donatism is mere conjecture; however, she does place a correct emphasis on 
the fundamentally religious nature of the schism.  As Brent Shaw points out, the main 
combatants in this battle were the bishops, and their battlefield was the realm of popular 
opinion.
26
 
 While scholars reevaluate Donatism, the scholarship on martyrdom also continues to 
develop.  The martyr texts indicate that martyrdom comprised various strands of thought.  These 
multiple strands incline historians of martyrdom to locate martyrdom’s source in a variety of 
places.  In 1967, Frend also wrote the influential Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early 
Church.  In this book, he emphasizes the Judaic roots of martyrdom, saying, “Without 
Maccabees and without Daniel a Christian theology of martyrdom would scarcely have been 
thinkable.”
27
  In Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early Church, Frend demonstrates an 
enviable command of the source material, but he often seems to posit a certain uniformity to the 
experiences of Christian communities throughout the empire.   
In Martyrdom and Rome, Glen Bowersock scathingly criticizes Frend and other 
scholars who “have practiced a kind of crude and antiquated literary criticism to emphasize banal 
coincidences in various narratives of resistance to authority and heroic self-sacrifice as if every 
                                                
25
Maureen A. Tilley, The Bible in Christian North Africa: the Donatist World (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1997). 
26
Shaw, “African Christianity,” 4-10. 
27
Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early Church, 54. 
  10 
such episode constituted martyrdom.”
28
  Instead of positing Jewish roots for martyrdom, 
Bowersock believes that the experience of martyrdom would not have been possible apart from 
Roman culture.  Rome provided the context for martyrdom and the ideal of a noble death, which 
Bowersock believes is its kernel.
29
  Bowersock denies any continuity between the Maccabean 
martyrs and those of the early Christian communities.  Bowersock’s criticism, however, 
overlooks the fact that many Christians around the Mediterranean fully integrated the Maccabean 
texts into their meta-narrative.  This integration complicates Bowersock’s thesis because 
whatever the source of martyrdom, many early Christians believed that it partly derived from 
Judaism, which brings up questions of perception versus reality. 
 In his relatively recent book on martyrdom in late antiquity, Daniel Boyarin critiques 
the approaches of both Frend and Bowersock.  Boyarin’s purpose in his book is to investigate the 
discourse of martyrdom between Christians and Jews in late antiquity.
30
  Boyarin’s model allows 
for a dynamic Christianity and Judaism, with each of these two related groups using martyrdom 
to define both itself and the other.  Viewing martyrdom as a discourse instead of an event helps 
in accounting for the multiple meanings that the Christian communities imputed to martyrdom.  
Boyarin particularly attacks Frend’s analysis because he believes Frend’s view of Judaism is too 
static.
31
  He takes issue with Bowersock as well, claiming, “By posing the issue the way he does, 
                                                
28
Bowersock, Martyrdom and Rome, 26-27. 
29
Bowersock also claims that the use of written records is more evidence of the Roman 
foundation of martyrdom.  Bowersock, Martyrdom and Rome, 23-39.  Interestingly, Momigiliano claims 
that a use of written records was unique to ecclesiastical historians in the Roman world and was founded 
in the Jewish historical tradition of Ezra.  Arnaldo Momigliano, The Classical Foundations of Modern 
Historiography (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990). 
30
Daniel Boyarin, Dying for God: Martyrdom and the Making of Christianity and Judaism 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999). 
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Bowersock is reinscribing a phenomenological boundary between Jews and Christians, a sort of 
pure Christianity, pure Judaism, and indeed pure Greco-Romanness.”
32
  Focusing on the 
“discourse” allows the historian to understand the evolving conception of martyrdom in early 
Christianity, an evolution with multiple emphases expounded by a multitude of voices, which 
cannot be neatly traced back to one fount.  The discourse become even more varied when to the 
significance of martyrdom itself, one adds the meanings that later Christians attached to the cult 
of martyrs. 
 Martyrdom, however, was not merely a discourse between Jewish and Christian 
communities.  The Catholics and Donatists of North Africa developed their own narratives as 
they decided how they should relate to the martyrs.  This work attempts to investigate 
Augustine’s side of the discourse, in which he uses the martyrs to delineate between Catholics 
and Donatists.  Since both factions were so similar Augustine creates divisions so that he can 
justify his call for his congregants to stay within his communion.  The Donatists had a firm grasp 
on the traditions of martyrdom, so Augustine sought to redefine those traditions and reclaim 
them from the Donatists. 
Sermons as Sources 
 Augustine wrote numerous tracts against the Donatists, but this study focuses on the 
sermons that he delivered on the martyrs’ feast days.  The sermons provide a unique perspective 
on the North African conflict.  Though sermons could be transcribed and spread around, their 
immediate purpose was to capture the hearts of those listening.  The sermons reflect Augustine’s 
congregation-level tactics in the battle to sway popular opinion.  Not only do they project the 
dynamic interplay between Augustine’s theology of martyrdom and his disdain for the Donatists, 
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but they also reflect the concerns of his nameless congregants, as well as their disobedience of 
the bishop’s authority.  Behind every homiletic exhortation lies the reluctance of the flock to 
follow.
33
 
 The sermons on the martyrs evince one aspect of Augustine’s program of re-forming 
the Catholic self-conception in opposition to the Donatists.  The next chapter of this work 
explores Augustine’s attempt to return to a more primitive definition of martyrdom founded on 
New Testament witness bearing.  It compares Augustine’s views on martyrdom to the traditions 
of the Donatist congregations and those of the wider Mediterranean.  Chapter three investigates 
Augustine’s condemnation of voluntary martyrdom and how he related it to the Donatist schism.  
This condemnation flows from his redefining of martyrdom.  The fourth chapter examines issues 
regarding spectacle and suffering in Augustine’s views on martyrdom.  Though he affirms these 
aspects, he subsumes them broadly into bearing witness.  The final chapter explains how 
Augustine believed the martyrs related to his flock, and how he was able to reclaim the 
experience of martyrdom for Christians who were free of persecution.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
WITNESS BEARING IN AUGUSTINE’S  
CONCEPTION OF MARTYRDOM 
 
 
 By the time Augustine began preaching in Hippo, most Christians no longer faced the 
possibility of persecution.  Martyrdom, however, remained an integral part of church life through 
the celebration of feast days for the martyrs.  On these feast days, the congregation would 
annually honor the memory of a martyr or a group of martyrs who had died on that day.  
Augustine faced the challenge of applying martyrdom to a persecution-free congregation, while 
simultaneously opposing the persecuted Donatists who seemed to carry on the traditions of the 
martyrs.  Since the second century, martyrdom had carried connotations of religious sacrifice 
interwoven with its purpose of bearing witness.  This sacrificial tradition was especially strong in 
North Africa, where the Donatists claimed to be the only true Church because of their 
faithfulness in sacrificing themselves in order to protect the Scriptures.  Augustine, however, 
preaches to his congregation only the witness bearing aspect of martyrdom, ignoring the 
sacrificial aspect, in spite of the churches’ traditional language that unified witnessing with 
sacrifice. 
Sacrifice and Witness Bearing in the 
Traditions of Martyrdom 
 This language of martyrdom, which mixed sacrifice with witness bearing, had a long 
history of use in Christian communities.  The letters of Ignatius provide the earliest example after 
the New Testament of a Christian willing to die for his faith.  Ignatius was bishop of Antioch in 
Syria.  He was sent to Rome for execution at the turn of the second century, and on his journey 
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he penned seven letters.  These letters provide insight into the history of Christianity at this time 
and illuminate how Ignatius viewed his coming execution in Rome.
34
  Ignatius does not use the 
word mavrtuV to describe his impending death; rather, he uses language reminiscent of sacrifice.  
Regardless of whether Ignatius viewed his death as a martuvrion, subsequent Christian 
generations did.  Ignatius’s use of sacrificial language, therefore, served to strengthen that 
sacrificial death strand in the churches’ conceptions of martyrdom.  In his letter to the church in 
Rome, he tells them not to try to stop his execution by the authorities.  Rather, Ignatius desired 
“to be poured out to God as an offering while there is still a ready altar.”
35
  In the letter, Ignatius 
explains his hope that wild beasts might devour him.  He asks the Roman church, “Petition the 
Lord on my behalf, in order that through these tools [the beasts] I might be found to be a 
sacrifice for God.”
36
  While Ignatius talked about his death as a sacrifice to God, he also 
acknowledged its witness bearing aspect.  Through his martyrdom, Ignatius expected to become 
a “word of God.”
37
  He does not use the word “martyr,” but Ignatius’s letter to the Romans 
testifies to the dual purpose that early Christians expected their deaths to serve:  witness and 
sacrifice. 
 Similarly, the record of Polycarp’s martyrdom, which took place a few decades after 
Ignatius’s, reveals this same mixture of sacrifice and witness bearing.  The author of Polycarp’s 
martyrdom compares Polycarp to “a splendid ram” (krio;V ejpivshmoV) and “a whole burnt-
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Ignatius Ad Romanos 2.2 in The Apostolic Fathers, 166-175.  plevon dev moi mh; 
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Ignatius Ad Rom. 2.1.  ejgw` lovgo" qeou' 
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offering” (oJlokauvtwma),38 but Polycarp’s recorded words do not indicate that he saw his death 
as containing any aspect of atonement.  Instead, he provides the testimonial aspect of martyrdom 
by engaging in praise to God.  Before the lighting of the fires, Polycarp prays, “For this and 
regarding everything, I praise you, I bless you, I glorify you through the eternal and heavenly 
high priest Jesus Christ, your beloved child, through whom to you with him and the Holy Spirit 
be glory now and into the future eternity.”
39
 
 Ignatius and Polycarp both led churches in the East, but Christians in the western part of 
the empire suffered early on as well.  In 177 during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, persecution 
broke out against the church in Lyons in the province of Gaul.  Popular prejudice facilitated 
persecution of the Christians, many of whom were immigrants from Asia Minor.  These 
Christians brought the twin ideas of the martyrdom as sacrifice and witness bearing with them.  
In the Martyrs of Lyons, the writer acknowledges the role of witness bearing by relating that the 
martyrs “completed with all readiness a confession of their testimony.”
40
  He also views them as 
sacrifices, saying, “Attalus was placed on an iron chair and scorched, while the sacrificial odor 
arose from his body.”
41
  Of Blandina, he writes: 
After being sufficiently thrown about by the [bull], she no longer understood what was 
happening because of the hope and retention of the things in which she believed and 
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because of her communion with Christ.  So she was sacrificed, while the people agreed that 
never yet has a woman suffered so much in such a manner.
42
   
The Christian community in Lyons recognized harmony between a martyrdom’s testimony and 
its sacrificial nature. 
Early in the fourth century, Eusebius wrote the Martyrs of Palestine, which chronicles 
the persecution that Eusebius witnessed under Diocletian.  Eusebius continues in the same 
tradition found in those earlier martyr tales.  He recognizes both a strand of sacrifice and a strand 
of witness bearing as being components of martyrdom.  In the Martyrs of Palestine, Eusebius 
calls his martyred friend Apphianus “the blessed and truly innocent lamb,” seemingly an allusion 
to martyrdom as sacrifice.  At the same time, however, he reiterates the martyrs’ purpose as 
witnesses by claiming that Apphianus achieved his martyrdom by “boldness in confessing 
God.”
43
 
 Martyrdom became an intrinsic aspect of the Christian narratives.  By the end of the 
apostolic era, Christian communities throughout the Roman Empire combined notions of 
sacrifice with witness bearing in order to make sense of their persecution.  These two aspects do 
not seem to be held in tension, but embraced equally.  Christianity in the empire, however, were 
not monolithic.  Theological emphases varied from community to community, and the churches 
of North Africa had an especially strong tradition of martyrdom. 
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North African Traditions about  
Martyrdom and Sacrifice 
 Though the traditions of North African Christianity acknowledged martyrdom’s 
witness bearing, the sacrificial nature of martyrdom gained greater prominence.  Indeed, the 
martyr traditions in North Africa even incorporate atoning sacrifice into the martyrs’ deaths.  As 
noted above, sacrificial language filled the churches’ writings about the martyrs, but this 
language did not explicitly indicate an atoning sacrifice.  If a specific kind of sacrifice was in 
mind, it may have been one of thanksgiving or praise.  An idea of atonement exists, however, in 
the writings of Tertullian on martyrdom and in some of the martyr texts.  The Donatist 
congregations in North Africa seemed to carry on in this same tradition. 
 Writing in the early third century, Tertullian provides insight into the values of the 
Christian society in which he found himself.
44
  Though primarily an apologist for the Christian 
faith, Tertullian was also an advocate and defender of martyrdom.  He believed that martyrdom’s 
witness bearing aspect would draw others to Christianity.  He also believed that Christian faith 
would engender a desire for martyrdom in the believer and that a death of this kind would atone 
for the martyr’s sins. 
For who that contemplates it [martyrdom], is not excited to inquire what is at the bottom of 
it?  who, after inquiry, does not embrace our doctrines?  and when he has embraced them, 
desires not to suffer that he may become partaker of the fullness of God’s grace, that he 
may obtain from God complete forgiveness, by giving in exchange his blood?  For that 
secures the remission of all offences.
45
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 According to Tertullian, the martyrs’ deaths ensured the forgiveness of their sins and their 
places in heaven.  He even compared martyrdom to a second baptism in blood that could wash 
away any sins committed after the Christian’s water baptism.
46
 
 North African martyr texts use similar language.  The notion of martyrdom as a 
second baptism is found in the Passion of Perpetua and Felicitas who were martyred in Carthage 
c. 200.
47
  In the Passion, both Felicitas and Saturnus are said to have received a second baptism 
because of their contest with the beasts.
48
  In the Martyrdom of Saints Marian and James, which 
dates to the end of the third century, the author indicates that the martyrs themselves make 
atonement for sins by paying back with their blood.
49
  The martyrs in the North African tradition 
shed their own blood to finish the work that Christ’s blood had started. 
Some scholars suppose that the idea of sacrifice merged with martyrdom in the region 
because of North Africa’s traditional cult of Saturn.  The Saturn cult originally used human 
sacrifice in its rituals, and these scholars believe that this indigenous religious expression 
resurfaced in North African Christianity.
50
  This cult, however, predated the Donatist movement 
by many centuries.  North African Christianity’s more pronounced ideas about martyrdom and 
sacrifice need not be explained with reference to the Saturn cult’s human sacrifice.  Both 
Christianity and its Jewish roots proposed the necessity of blood atonement.  The texts of the 
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New Testament indicated that Jesus was that atoning sacrifice.  Naturally, some Christians would 
feel the need to imitate Christ even to an extreme level and suppose that their violent deaths were 
also some sort of atonement for their sins.  The divine Christ died for the sins of many, but North 
African Christians could at least die for those sins they committed after their baptism.   
Donatist texts reflect these same North African traditions that the so-called orthodox 
texts do.  Though only a handful of Donatist martyr tales survive, these texts indicate that the 
Donatist churches embraced the sacrificial aspect of their martyrs’ deaths.  Felix, the bishop of 
Thibiuca, was burned in 303.  Though he died before the schism, scholars believe that the 
Passion of Saint Felix reflects the values of the North African Donatists because of its emphasis 
on protecting the Scriptures at the cost of one’s life.
51
  This text portrays Felix in a sacrificial 
light.  Before his martyrdom Felix prays to Jesus, “To you I bend my neck as a sacrificial 
victim.”
52
  The idea of the priest as sacrifice is reiterated in the Passion of Marculus.  The 
Donatist community viewed the priest Marculus, who was executed under the authority of a 
Christian emperor in 347, in the same manner.  Marculus is said to have offered “a twin 
sacrifice” because he performed the Eucharist on the day of his martyrdom:  “So the pure one 
[Marculus] approached to place the sacrifice on the altar of Christ, that he himself would merit to 
become a sacrifice for Christ.”
53
   
While most Christian communities in the Roman Empire enjoyed a time of peace after 
Constantine became sole emperor, the Donatists continued to experience varying levels of 
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persecution.  This persecution at the hands of the Roman officials allowed the Donatists to 
maintain a continuity of tradition with the pre-Constantinian churches regarding martyrdom.  In 
his struggle against the Donatists, Augustine attempted to redefine the Christian tradition of 
martyrdom for his congregation in order to distinguish them from the Donatists and in order to 
take back the concept of martyrdom which the Donatists seemed to own. 
Augustine Emphasizes the Testimony 
of Martyrdom 
 Perhaps in reaction to his context, Augustine communicates to his congregation a new 
tradition of martyrdom, free of the notion of martyrs as sacrifices.  Augustine bases his 
conclusions about martyrdom in the New Testament, in which mavrtuV primarily means 
“witness.”  Thus, Augustine reconceives the Christian experience of martyrdom solely in light of 
New Testament witness bearing.  Even though the connotations of sacrifice were strong in 
Christian martyrdom, Augustine tends to avoid sacrificial language when talking about 
martyrdom to his congregation. He had theological justification for truncating the martyrdom 
tradition.  The apostle Paul taught that Christ’s passion had made full atonement for the sins of 
his people.
54
  Christian suffering was not another sacrifice, but it was a sign of the eschaton.
55
  
Augustine, therefore, tries to persuade his listeners that witness bearing constitutes the whole of 
martyrdom.  This was no mean feat since on a martyr’s feast day the martyr texts, laden with 
sacrificial language, were read directly before Augustine delivered his sermon.  Augustine used 
all his skill as a preacher and rhetorician to direct his listeners’ attention to the strand of the tale 
he thought most profitable for their lives as Christians.  In his sermons he describes what and 
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how the martyrs confessed, and he even recasts the martyr texts most clearly leaning towards 
atoning sacrifice as primarily martyrdoms of confession. 
 Augustine teaches his people that martyrdom does not perform any redemptive work for 
the martyr, as the North African tradition of martyrdom being a second baptism indicated.  
Instead, Augustine maintains that clear distinction between the blood of Christ and the blood of 
the martyrs.  In 425, Augustine preached a sermon to dedicate the relics of Stephen that had 
recently been brought to Hippo.
56
  In this sermon, Augustine tells those North Africans who had 
gathered for the dedication, “Those who poured out their blood for their redeemer, they were 
redeemed by his blood.  He poured out his in order to buy their salvation; they poured out theirs 
in order to spread his gospel.”
57
  Only the blood of Christ redeems the Christian; the Christian’s 
blood provides the testimony by which the Church grows. 
 Augustine taught his people that the martyrs were martyrs because they bore witness, not 
because they offered themselves in sacrifice.  One year, on the feast day of the Scillitan martyrs, 
a group of North Africa’s earliest martyrs, Augustine opened his sermon as he typically did by 
defining martyrdom.  He said, “The day of this feast exhorts concerning the martyrs of Christ, 
that is the witnesses of Christ who were not embarrassed to confess his name before men.”
58
  In 
this same sermon, Augustine continues to define martyrdom and detail its importance.   
‘Martyrs,’ the word is Greek, are called ‘witnesses’ [testes] in Latin.  Therefore the holy 
martyrs, not false witnesses but true ones, brought forward a witness with their blood that 
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there is another life preferable to this life, because they bravely scorned the passing one.  
You heard the confessions of the martyrs whose feast is celebrated today, when they were 
recited.”
59
   
This definition of martyrdom, characteristic of Augustine, contains no hint of sacrificial 
language.  The martyrs died, but that death was a witness in blood to “another life preferable to 
this life.”  Again and again, Augustine emphasizes this confessional aspect of martyrdom to his 
congregation.   
 Augustine believed that God himself provided this message in the martyrdom; this was 
no mere testimony of the martyrs themselves.  This being the case, Augustine naturally gives a 
testimony of God preeminence over any supposed sacrifice of a martyr.  Augustine claims that 
the Spirit of God inspired the verbal witness of the martyrs.  On Vincent’s feast day in 412, 
Augustine preached:  
For in the gospel Christ promised this too to his witnesses, when he was preparing them for 
this kind of contest.  For thus he said:  ‘Do not consider beforehand how or what you 
should say.  For you are not the one who speaks, but the Spirit of your Father is the one 
who speaks in you.’  Therefore the flesh was suffering, and the Spirit was speaking.
60
   
Augustine teaches this view that the Spirit spoke through the martyrs because if the martyrs 
spoke under their own power, then their testimony would be flawed since all humans are flawed.   
According to Augustine, the Spirit not only provided this verbal testimony but also the 
dramatic witness in deed that testified to the Christian’s eternal life.  In Augustine’s thinking, 
martyrdom is almost a sort of divine didactic drama in which the martyrs’ deaths remind people 
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that earthly life is secondary to a future, eternal life.  Augustine says, “And so by believing they 
seized life, and by speaking they found death, but a death in which the body is sown perishable 
and reaped imperishable.”
61
  Just as in any morality play, the message is more important than the 
drama itself.   
In a sermon delivered in Carthage on the North African martyrs Marian and James, 
Augustine explains that God inspired the patience to bear a martyr’s death, just as he inspired the 
words the martyrs spoke.  He explains, “Patience descends from the unchangeable fount into 
changeable human minds, to make them unchangeable also.  From where can humans gain the 
ability to please God, except from God?”
62
  Augustine gives the witnessing aspect of martyrdom 
preeminence over the sacrificial aspect because it is the part of martyrdom that God does.  The 
divine message, whether explicit in word or implied in deed, is perfect, and Augustine gives it 
primacy by ignoring the human contribution to the equation. 
 As in the case of Marian and James, the martyr texts often allude to the sacrificial nature 
of the martyrs’ deaths.  In his sermons, however, Augustine conspicuously ignores this point.  
His sermons on the Maccabean martyrs make an interesting case study.  Augustine’s treatment of 
these texts is both typical and extreme—typical because he employs the avoidance tactic that he 
uses in many of his martyr sermons, extreme because the language in the Maccabean text is so 
laden with sacrificial language.  
 The Maccabean martyrs died during persecution of the Jews by the Seleucid 
Antiochus IV from 167 to 164 BC.  The Jewish communities responsible for the composition and 
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transmission of the Maccabean texts viewed the deaths of these martyrs as sacrifices of 
atonement.  In 2 Maccabees, Antiochus attempts to force seven brothers to eat pork, and they all 
embrace death rather than violate their Law.  These martyrs located the cause of their misery in 
God’s wrath.  God had abandoned his people because they had abandoned his Law. The seventh 
brother tells Antiochus, “I, like my brothers, give up body and life for the laws of our fathers, 
appealing to God to show mercy soon to our nation […] and through me and my brothers to 
bring to an end the wrath of the Almighty which has justly fallen on our whole nation.”
63
  The 
author of 4 Maccabees even more explicitly emphasizes the atoning nature of a Jewish martyr’s 
death.  In 4 Maccabees, Eleazar says, “Make my blood their purification, and take my life in 
exchange for theirs.”
64
  Summing up the entire persecution, the narrator claims, “And through 
the blood of those devout ones and their death as an expiation, divine Providence preserved 
Israel that previously had been afflicted.”
65
   
In order to avoid this sacrificial laden language, Augustine could have avoided the 
Maccabean martyrs entirely, claiming that Jewish martyrs were not properly Christian.  A 
recognized feast day, however, celebrated these martyrs, and Augustine was not in the habit of 
overtly breaking tradition.  Instead he redefined tradition to suit his purposes.  In order to answer 
any objection to their feast day being celebrated, Augustine plainly states, “They were 
Christians; but they anticipated with their deeds the name of Christians, which was made 
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common afterwards.”
66
  As in his sermons on other martyrs, Augustine ignores the sacrificial 
language in the text that describes their martyrdoms.  Instead, he emphasizes the witness bearing 
aspect of their martyrdoms.  According to Augustine, even though these Jewish martyrs could 
not explicitly witness to Christ, since he had not been born yet, they implicitly witnessed to him.  
By witnessing to the Law of Moses, the Maccabean martyrs witnessed to Christ.  Augustine 
believed that the Old Testament spoke the same truth as the New Testament, but behind a veil.
67
  
Augustine, therefore, accords the Maccabean martyrs the same honor as their Christian 
counterparts:  “The [Christian] martyrs confessed plainly the same one whom the Maccabees at 
that time confessed secretly.  The former died for Christ unveiled in the gospel; the latter died for 
the name of Christ veiled in the Law.  Christ held both, Christ aided both as they struggled, 
Christ crowned both.”
68
  Augustine teaches his parishioners that these proto-Christian martyrs 
bore the same defining features as their later brethren.  They bore witness for Christ in their 
words and action, and on this witness bearing their status as martyrs hinged. 
In Augustine’s preaching, he conspicuously ignores the sacrifice of the martyrs and 
emphasizes their testimony.  This testimony of the martyrs, which witnessed to eternal life, was 
the message from God.  Augustine gives no evidence that he sees a Christian’s shedding of blood 
as having any expiating value.  In fact, he says that “God does not delight in the shedding of 
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Aug. Serm. 300.2 (PL 38:1377).  Christiani fuerunt:  sed nomen Christianorum postea 
divulgatum factis antecesserunt. 
67
Aug. Serm. 300.3 (PL 38:1377).  Testamentum enim vetus velatio est novi Testamenti, et 
Testamentum novum revelatio est veteris Testamenti. 
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Aug. Serm. 300.5 (PL 38:1379).  Ipsum martyres in manifesto confessi sunt, quem tunc 
Machabaei in occulto confessi sunt:  mortui sunt isti pro Christo in Evangelio revelato; mortui sunt illi pro 
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coronavit utrosque. 
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blood.”
69
  Augustine truncates the received traditions of martyrdom to a vision of witness 
bearing that he believes is faithful to the New Testament and useful for his congregation. 
Augustine’s Use of Sacrificial Language 
Occasionally, however, Augustine did use sacrificial language, and it would be 
disingenuous not to note those instances.  When preaching on the feast day of Peter and Paul on 
June 29, 404, he could not avoid the sacrificial language since he was preaching from inspired 
Scripture instead of a martyr text.  Quoting 2 Timothy 4:6 “For I am already on the point of 
being sacrificed [immolor],” Augustine admits, “[Paul] knew that his suffering [passionem] 
would be a sacrifice to God.”  At first glance this use of sacrificial language seems out of 
character for Augustine.  Augustine makes, however, an unexpected point with this text.  
Emphasizing the passive voice of the verb immolor, Augustine claims that Paul did not willingly 
offer himself but was offered by someone else.  He says, “Those who killed him did not offer 
such sacrifice to the Father, but it was that high priest who had said, ‘Do not fear those who slay 
the body.’”
70
  Augustine claims that Paul did not make a willing sacrifice but that Jesus willingly 
sacrificed Paul.  
Preaching on this same text about fifteen years later, Augustine notes that though 
martyrdom is a sacrifice, technically the martyr sacrifices nothing since he did not have anything 
good to give but what God had already provided.  Embracing a view of God that will make some 
modern readers uncomfortable, Augustine preaches, “So he [God] made the sacrificial victims 
for himself, he himself devoted the sacrifices to himself, he himself filled the martyrs with the 
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E.g. Aug. Serm. 306E.6. 
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Aug. Serm. 299A.4 (PLS 2:463).  Audite quid dicat idem apostolus : Ego enim iam immolor, 
vel libor — aliqui codices libor habent, aliqui immolor : libari et immolari ad sacrificium pertinet — : 
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Spirit, he himself equipped the confessors with strength.  Certainly it was to them he said, ‘For 
you are not the one who speaks.’”
71
  In this way, Augustine takes on the language of the martyrs’ 
sacrifice and bends it until it is no sacrifice of the martyrs’ at all.  Instead he turns it squarely 
back to martyrdom as bearing witness to the divine work of Christ in the martyrs’ lives. 
In his last years, however, Augustine may have begun to accommodate his language to 
reflect some of that sacrificial tradition of martyrdom.  In 428, just a couple of years before his 
death, a weary and disappointed Augustine complains about the turn out for Peter and Paul’s 
feast. 
Really, we should have been celebrating the feast of such great martyrs, that is of the 
holy apostles Peter and Paul, with a much bigger crowd than this.  After all, if we flock in 
big crowds to the celebration of the birthdays of lambs, how much more should we do so 
for those of the rams?
72
 
Here Augustine calls the apostles “rams” and the other martyrs “lambs,” the animals most 
closely identified with sacrifice.  Perhaps in his old age, Augustine had softened to notions of 
sacrifice in martyrdom.  Perhaps with the Donatist threat receding, Augustine did not feel that he 
had to be as guarded when speaking of the martyrs.  Perhaps, though, this reference to sheep 
does not indicate sacrificial language.
73
   
Augustine often alludes to sheep and lambs in sermons on Peter and Paul.  When 
speaking of Peter, Augustine often quotes the words of Jesus to Peter:  “Feed my lambs” (John 
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Aug. Serm. 299.3 (PL 38:1368).  Ipse ergo sibi victimas fecit, ipse sibi sacrificia dicavit, ipse 
implevit Spiritu martyres, ipse virtute instruxit confessores.  Eis quippe dixit, Non enim vos estis qui 
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Aug. Serm. 298.1 (PL 38:1365).  Debuimus quidem tantorum martyrum diem, hoc est, 
sanctorum apostolorum Petri et Pauli maiore frequentia celebrare.  Si enim celebramus frequentissime 
natalitia agnorum, quanto magis debemus arietum?  (Trans. Edmund Hill.) 
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Of course it is impossible to reconstruct the secret thoughts of any person, but I ask the 
reader to humor me in this harmless speculation. 
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21:15-17).
74
  When speaking of Paul, Augustine calls Ananias, the man to whom God sent Paul 
after his conversion, a sheep.  Augustine enjoys this metaphor because he claims Saul the “wolf” 
had to visit Ananias the “sheep” for healing.
75
  Though Augustine uses neither of these examples 
in his sermon in 428, these favored illustrations possibly influenced his speech due to familiarity.  
Perhaps Augustine was not using sacrificial language but was incorporating the martyrs into the 
“flock,” that is the Church.
76
  In a sermon on Cyprian in 405, Augustine preaches, “The blessed 
apostles, the first rams of the holy flock, saw the Lord Jesus himself hanging [on the cross].”
77
  
The apostles were the “rams” because they were first in authority in the “flock,” certainly not 
because they were first to be martyred.  In 428, Augustine notes this fact when he explains that 
Stephen, martyred before Peter, was dependant on Peter.
78
 
Conclusion 
 In his sermons, Augustine breaks with the previous traditions concerning martyrdom.  
While the martyr texts indicate a multiplicity of functions and meanings for martyrdom, 
Augustine forsakes all meanings except that of New Testament testifying.  This is no mere 
theological quibble.  It provides Augustine with the means to reinvent the martyrdom experience 
for his North African congregation, who had little experience with persecution in a post-
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Aug. Serm. 295.4,5; 296.1; 299.7; 299A.3; 299B.2. 
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Aug. Serm. 298.1. 
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Constantine age.  On the other hand it also allowed him to distinguish his communion from that 
of the Donatists, who derived their foundational narrative from the martyrs and who often found 
themselves experiencing various levels of persecution because of their refusal to recognize the 
Catholic hierarchy. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
AUGUSTINE, THE DONATISTS, AND 
VOLUNTARY MARTYRDOM 
 
 
 Even in antiquity, the most controversial aspect of Christian martyrdom was 
voluntary, or suicide, martyrdom.  The sources indicate that many of the Christians who died for 
their faith actually had a hand in the events.  The tradition of voluntary martyrdom emphasized 
the willing sacrifice of the martyr, along with Roman ideas concerning noble death.  Augustine, 
however, believed that suicide was an unacceptable expression of martyrdom.  In his sermons, he 
even questioned the idea of the martyr’s willingness.  The Donatists of North Africa approved of 
voluntary martyrdom, and Augustine uses the feast day sermon to highlight the difference 
between the Donatists and his vision for the North African churches. 
Voluntary Martyrdom in the Christian Tradition 
 In the early church, voluntary martyrdom comprised three types, each with varying 
levels of approval.  First, the most controversial form of voluntary martyrdom was that of those 
martyrs who were so overcome by events that they caused their own deaths.  During the reign of 
Marcus Aurelius, Carpus and Papylus died martyrs’ deaths.  While watching their martyrdoms, 
Agathonike, a bystander, believed that she should join them on the pyre.  The crowd tried to 
dissuade her after she announced her intentions.  They reminded her that her son needed her.  
She replied that God would take care of him, at which point she disrobed and threw herself on 
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the fire.
79
  In the fourth century, the ecclesiastical historian Eusebius records similar instances.  
An elderly woman in Alexandria named Apollonia had all her teeth broken out in a time of 
persecution.  Her persecutors threatened to burn her if she did not join in their “impious cries,” 
but they released her when she begged.  After her release, however, she “leaped eagerly into the 
fire and was consumed.”
80
  Eusebius also describes mass voluntary martyrdom in Nicomedia, 
when persecution broke out there.  He writes, “It is reported that with a certain divine and 
indescribable eagerness men and women rushed into the fire.”
81
  This hysteria for martyrdom 
elicited concern from many bishops, most notably Clement of Alexandria.  The texts that 
preserve these tales of self-sacrifice, however, speak of these voluntary martyrs with warm 
approbation. Eusebius and the other recorders of their martyrdoms viewed these martyrs as 
heroes.  Their sacrifices demonstrated their strength of character. 
 The second type of voluntary martyrs accomplished their goals by forcing the 
authorities to execute them.  In 304 in Catania on the island of Sicily, the deacon Euplius walked 
up to the Roman prefect’s chamber yelling, “I am a Christian, and I desire to die for the name of 
Christ.”
82
  He even brought copies of the gospels with him in order to prove how worthy he is of 
martyrdom.  The writer of this martyrology obviously admires Euplius for his rash willingness, 
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Martyrdom of Carpus, Papylus, and Agothonike 44, in Acts of the Christian Martyrs, 22-37.  
In the Latin recension of the text Agathonike is arrested with the other two martyrs, which leads 
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Acts of the Christian Martyrs, xvi). 
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(trans. NPNF
2
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Acta Eupli 1.1 in Acts of the Christian Martyrs, 310-319.  Christianus sum, et pro Christi 
nomine mori desidero. 
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and he also emphasizes the sacrificial nature of martyrdom in Euplius’s story.  When the 
governor tells Euplius that he can go free if only he would sacrifice, Euplius replies, “I only 
sacrifice myself to Christ my God.”
83
  As with many texts, the strands of martyrdom and 
sacrifice are bound closely together and they strengthen the validity of the voluntary martyrdom. 
Eusebius also strengthens these bonds when he writes about the martyrdom of 
Apphianus.  Apphianus lived with Eusebius at the time of his martyrdom, and, as noted earlier, 
Eusebius calls this friend “innocent lamb.”  Eusebius recollects that Apphianus attacked the 
governor of Palestine in order to keep the governor from offering libations to the pagan gods.  
This rash action precipitated his martyrdom.  Eusebius indicates that the governor and his 
entourage did not care for Apphianus’s disruption:  “Thereupon, [Apphianus], and that instant, as 
might have been expected after so bold a deed, was torn by the governor and those who were 
with him as if by wild beasts.”
84
   
 While both the direct and indirect forms of voluntary martyrdom had a number of 
criticizers, Christians almost universally approved of the third type of voluntary martyrdom.  
They viewed Christian women who wanted to protect their virtue as justified in taking their own 
lives.  Eusebius tells of a woman who believed that soldiers would rape her and her two 
daughters.  The mother convinced her daughters that their only escape was to flee to Christ.  The 
three made an excuse to get some privacy and killed themselves by jumping into a river that was 
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Acta Eupli 2.6.  Calvisianus praefectus dixit: Sacrifica, si vis liberari.  Euplius dixit: 
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flowing by.
85
  Eusebius also tells the story of a prefect’s wife in Rome, who committed suicide 
after her husband consented to allow Maxentius access to her. 
Having requested a little time for adorning her body, she entered her chamber and being 
alone, stabbed herself with a sword.  Dying immediately, she left her corpse to those who 
had come for her.  And by her deeds, more powerfully than by any words, she has shown to 
all men now and hereafter that the virtue which prevails among Christians is the only 
invincible and indestructible possession.
86
 
These women willingly died as a testimony to the importance Christians placed on sexual purity. 
 The idea of the willing sacrifice was so compelling that martyrologies often depict 
martyrs who did not necessarily offer themselves up as sharing the same qualities as voluntary 
martyrs.  Many martyr texts portray Christians who did not seek death as willingly embracing it.  
The chronicler of Polycarp’s martyrdom explicitly states, “We do not approve of those who 
come forward by themselves;”
87
 however, just before this statement of reticence, the same author 
lauds a certain Germanicus for his perseverance in martyrdom because “he drew the beast to 
himself by force, planning to depart more quickly this unjust and lawless life.”
88
  The chronicler 
emphasizes Germanicus’s willing embrace of death.  Similarly, Perpetua’s passion, which 
equates martyrdom with a second baptism, depicts Perpetua as a voluntary martyr, even though 
she did not offer herself to the authorities. “She howled as she was struck to the bone, and she 
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moved the uncertain hand of the young gladiator to her throat.  Perhaps so great a woman, who 
was feared by the unclean spirit, could not be killed otherwise unless she herself were willing.”
89
  
The martyrs had to be willing in order for their deaths to be martyrdoms.
90
 
 Some scholars suppose that Roman ideas regarding suicide helped influence the 
martyr phenomenon.
91
  Roman culture on the whole approved of suicide.  The act conveyed 
dignity and strength of character in the Roman milieu, and Romans viewed suicide as justifying 
the moral position of the one performing it.
92
  Tertullian, the earliest of the Latin fathers, 
explicitly incorporates this Roman view of self death into his theology of martyrdom.  In a 
passage reminiscent of the “cloud of witnesses” in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews, Tertullian 
lauds the Greco-Roman notables who died by their own hands.   
Let the spirit set clearly before both itself and the flesh, how these things, though 
exceedingly painful, have yet been calmly endured by many, and, have even been eagerly 
desired for the sake of fame and glory; and this not only in the case of men, but of women 
too, that you, O holy women, may be worthy of your sex.  It would take me too long to 
enumerate one by one the men who at their own self-impulse have put an end to 
themselves.  As to women, there is a famous case at hand:  the violated Lucretia, in the 
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presence of her kinsfolk, plunged the knife into herself, that she might have glory for her 
chastity.  Mucius burned his right hand on an altar, that this deed of his might dwell in 
fame.  The philosophers have been out-stripped, for instance Heraclitus, who, smeared with 
cowdung, burned himself; and Empedocles, who leapt down into the fires of Aetna; and 
Peregrinus, who not long ago threw himself on the funeral pile.  For women even have 
despised the flames.  Dido did so, lest, after the death of a husband very dear to her, she 
should be compelled to marry again; and so did the wife of Hasdrubal, who, Carthage being 
on fire, that she might not behold her husband suppliant at Scipio’s feet, rushed with her 
children into the conflagration, in which her native city was destroyed. [... and Regulus, ... 
and Cleopatra, ... and the Athenian courtesan, ... and the Spartan youths ...]
93
 
He admonishes Christians that if pagans could die well for their lesser causes of fame and glory, 
Christians should have even greater motivation to do likewise in order to “obtain a celestial glory 
and a divine reward.”
94
 
Augustine on Suicide 
Augustine, however, held very different attitudes towards suicide.  He believed suicide 
was a sin Christians must avoid.  Augustine was not the first to condemn suicide and voluntary 
martyrdom.  He followed the lead of Clement of Alexandria who wrote at the end of the second 
century.  Clement vigorously opposed voluntary martyrdom and emphasized the martyrs’ 
witness at the expense of their sacrifice.
95
  He even proposed that martyrdom did not necessarily 
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have to lead to death.  Clement taught that martyrdom bears witness to faith in God and that 
every Christian obedient in deed and conscience is a martyr.
96
 
Augustine’s magnum opus, City of God, contains his classic condemnation of suicide.  
Augustine argues that suicide is a sin because it is self-murder and that it is never right to commit 
a sin even if trying to avoid another sin or someone else’s sin.  He claims, “Indeed, he who kills 
himself is a murderer.  He is the more guilty when he kills himself, the more innocent he is of the 
reason for which he considered himself needing death.”
97
  Martyrs of course were innocent of 
wrongdoing; therefore, Augustine rejects the appropriateness of voluntary martyrdom.  
According to Augustine, the voluntary martyrs place themselves in a catch-22.  They are either 
justly guilty of the crime or justly guilty of murder.  Augustine acknowledges that many 
Christians did indeed engage in voluntary martyrdom, but he claims that they should not be 
emulated.  He writes, “We are not merely asking whether it has been done, but whether it ought 
to have been done.  Certainly sound reason should be preferred to examples.”
98
  
Augustine even attacks self-destruction to protect chastity, the one form of voluntary 
martyrdom with widespread support.  Even so, he hesitates to break tradition by condemning 
those women whom the churches venerated for protecting their virtue. 
But, they say, in the time of persecution some holy women escaped those who 
menaced them with outrage, by casting themselves into rivers which they knew would 
drown them; and having died in this manner, they are venerated in the Catholic Church as 
martyrs.  Of such persons I do not presume to speak rashly.  I cannot tell whether there may 
not have been vouchsafed to the Church some divine authority, proved by trustworthy 
evidences, for so honoring their memory:  it may be that it is so.  It may be they were not 
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deceived by human judgment, but prompted by divine wisdom, to their act of self-
destruction.  We know that this was the case with Samson.
99
 
 Augustine believed that a proper view of martyrdom trumped the churches’ endorsement of 
sexual renunciation.
100
  Augustine explicitly claims that Christian women should not hold 
Tertullian’s beloved Lucretia as a proper example.  Though Tarquin’s son violated her, she 
remained chaste because of her unwillingness.  She should not have killed herself, the innocent 
party.
101
  Augustine claims that chastity is a matter of the heart and does not hinge on the sexual 
violence perpetrated by others.
102
  Women who were sexually assaulted should be viewed as 
innocent victims by the churches, not as those who must atone for their shame by suicide.  
Indeed, Augustine believed, they had no shame.   
Arthur Droge, who disapproves of Augustine’s condemnation of suicide, believes that 
Augustine’s dismissal of voluntary martyrdom rests solely on Platonic influences.
103
  Augustine 
bases his disapproval of suicide, however, on his belief that suicide is sin, a belief absent in 
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pagan Platonists.
104
  Augustine grounds his conclusions regarding the inappropriateness of 
voluntary martyrdom on the Bible, though Droge claims that Augustine’s exegesis is dishonest:  
“On occasion he [Augustine] reads into the text ideas that are not present; at other times he 
denies what the text explicitly say.”
105
   
Droge’s own interpretations, however, leave much to be desired.  Droge lists eight 
examples of biblical figures who took their own lives.  He claims that Augustine did not address 
these texts when teaching that the Bible provides no support for voluntary martyrdom.  Droge 
asks, “What happened to Saul, Zimri, and Razis?  All three killed themselves in order to avoid 
falling into the hands of their enemies.  For obvious reasons Augustine consigns them to 
silence.”
106
  Augustine does mention Razis, the elder of Jerusalem, who in 2 Maccabees turns his 
sword against himself after being cornered by five hundred soldiers.  Augustine thinks it 
significant that Razis had no escape available to him, but he also claims that the text merely 
narrates the Razis’s suicide without praising it.
107
  Furthermore, Augustine points out that 
2 Maccabees does not carry the same level of canonicity as the rest of the Old Testament.
108
 
Droge implies that Augustine ignores the tales of Saul and Zimri because they would 
refute his thesis.  Actually the “obvious reason” he ignores them is because no Christian would 
consider imitating them.  Saul and Zimri were kings who did not walk in the ways of God.  
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Droge’s other examples prove equally compelling.  Saul’s armor-bearer fell on his own sword; 
Abimelech, who had murdered his seventy brothers, asks his armor-bearer to kill him after 
suffering a fatal head wound from a woman; and Judas hung himself after betraying Jesus.  Why 
would Droge think that Augustine or his flock would consider these examples as biblical support 
for voluntary death?  Besides Razis, whose authority Augustine questioned, Samson alone is a 
biblical hero who takes his own life.  Augustine notes, however, that he is an exception because 
he had a divine imperative to do so.  Regarding all these examples, Droge writes, “Despite 
Augustine’s claim to the contrary, these individuals killed themselves in order to avoid shame 
and dishonor.”
109
  Augustine, however, believed that eternal shame came from avoiding 
temporal shame and dishonor.  According to Augustine, by enduring the shame and dishonor, 
martyrs manifested the humility that warranted their position of honor in the church. 
Augustine on Reluctance for Martyrdom 
 Voluntary martyrdom hinged on the “willingness” of the martyr.  The martyr texts 
laud the willingness of the martyrs to face their own deaths.  Even the Shepherd of Hermas, 
which probably dates to the early second century, claims that Christians who embrace 
martyrdom willingly will enjoy greater heavenly rewards than those who faithfully suffer after 
trying to avoid it.
110
  Tertullian at one point goes so far as to say that Christians must not flee 
from martyrdom.  They are obliged to face persecution and death.
111
 
 In spite of Tertullian’s extreme views, most Christian communities, even in North 
Africa, understood that limits existed to Christian willingness to die.  Cyprian, the bishop of 
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Carthage, was executed in 258, but before his martyrdom he fled from the persecution in order to 
preserve leadership for his flock.  Even when confronted by the proconsul Paternus, Cyprian 
claimed, “Our way of life forbids that anyone voluntarily offer himself.”
112
  Other evidence in 
Cyprian’s martyr text, however, tempers this statement of reticence for martyrdom:  “After 
[Cyprian’s] sentence, his supporters said, ‘Let us be beheaded with him too!’”
113
  Augustine 
follows the example of Cyprian rather than that of Cyprian’s supporters.  He often quotes 
Cyprian’s words when celebrating his feast day.
114
 
Augustine’s emphasis on the martyrs’ testimony makes their willingness to die less 
important.  In spite of what many martyr texts claim, Augustine taught his flock that the martyrs 
did not long for death at all; rather, they longed for life.  In a sermon on the birthday of Peter and 
Paul in 418, Augustine claims, “Death cannot be loved; it can only be endured.”
115
  After all, 
Augustine continues, if death were enjoyable for the martyrs then their feats of faith would be 
commonplace:  “If we saw them delighting themselves at banquets, would we call them great 
men? would call them courageous men?”
116
  Augustine teaches his congregation that the martyrs 
unwillingly submitted to death because they loved life so much.  Temporal death gave way to 
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eternal life.  Indeed, this is why Christians called the martyrs’ death days their birthdays.  Their 
martyrdom was their birth into eternal life. 
Augustine on Donatism’s Voluntary Martyrs 
Augustine did not form his condemnation of voluntary martyrdom for theoretical 
purposes.  The issue was still current in his day.  The Donatists of North Africa embraced the 
tradition of voluntary martyrdom, and they engaged in all three types.  Donatists did not find the 
idea of voluntary martyrdom repugnant; rather, they viewed an active struggle against oppression 
as noble.  They had precedents for their views on voluntary martyrdom in Tertullian and many 
martyr texts.  In many ways, they preserved the tradition of martyrdom that had been passed 
down from the pre-Constantinian Christianity.   
Evidence exists that the Donatists engaged in all three kinds of voluntary martyrdom.  
In the Donatist Passion of Maximian and Isaac, Maximian instigates the events that would lead 
to his martyrdom.  The writer claims:  
With the speed not of feet but of a well-prepared mind, [Maximian] quickly sprang up on 
his own to incite this contest.  He scattered the dismal little pieces [of the imperial edict] 
with his rapid hands just as if he were tearing the devil limb from limb.  Immediately he 
was taken up to the tribunal.
117
   
In the Donatist literature, women embrace martyrdom in order to protect their virginity.  In the 
Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs, Victoria throws herself off of a cliff in order to avoid an unwanted 
marriage.
118
  In The Passion of Saints Maxima, Donatilla and Secunda, Secunda similarly jumps 
from her window in order to avoid marriage and joins some passing Christians on their way to 
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their deaths.
119
  The Circumcellions, a group of Donatist extremists, had reputations for dying by 
their own hands in their pursuit of martyrdom.
120
  These extremists operated outside the Donatist 
hierarchy, but Donatist bishops occasionally used them to attack Catholic buildings and holy 
sites.  The Circumcellions harassed magistrates asking for martyrdom and sometimes committing 
suicide if the magistrates refused to give them the death penalty.
121
  Circumcellions also had a 
proclivity for jumping off cliffs in their pursuit of martyrdom.
122
  Even though this group 
operated on the fringe of Donatist life, in his sermons, Augustine attacks them when speaking on 
the Donatist toleration of voluntary martyrdom. 
In his sermon delivered on Cyprian’s feast day September 4, 410, Augustine embarks 
on a sustained assault on his Donatist enemies that focuses on their conception of martyrdom.  In 
this sermon, Augustine tells his listeners that voluntary martyrs, like the Circumcellions, are not 
martyrs at all because they do not heed the proper examples.  Augustine sharply criticizes his 
opponents, saying, “The Donatists, who falsely boast that they belong to Cyprian, [...] if they 
paid attention to his martyrdom, they wouldn’t cast themselves [off cliffs].”
123
  Augustine 
maintains that true martyrs would follow the example of Cyprian who waited for his persecutors 
to come to him.  In doing this, he imitated Christ, who waited for the guards to seize Him in the 
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garden.
124
  By following this line of argument, Augustine claims that the Donatists are failing to 
follow the example of both the founder of Christianity and the supposed founder of their sect.  
Furthermore, Augustine attacks the Donatist “jumping” motif directly, claiming that it is not an 
avenue to martyrdom but that its origin is demonic.  He reminds his hearers of the story of 
Satan’s tempting Jesus on the pinnacle of the temple.  Satan encourages Jesus to hurl Himself 
down so that the angels will save Him, an act that would prove Jesus’ status as the Son of God.  
Jesus refuses, telling Satan that it is not proper to test God.  Augustine believes that Donatists 
who jump to their deaths fall for this same temptation.  He claims, “For the devil is also 
suggesting to the Donatists, saying, ‘Cast yourselves down, the angels will catch you; with such 
a death you do not go to punishment, but you proceed to a crown.’”
125
  Thus, Augustine claims 
that these so-called martyrs are not even Christians because in jumping from cliffs they listen to 
the devil.  The harshness of Augustine’s critique evinces the sense of urgency he felt.  His 
audience needed to understand the dangers of aligning with a shadow church. 
Not only do these voluntary martyrs follow the wrong examples, but according to 
Augustine they also lack patience, the Christian virtue necessary for avoiding suicide.  Patience 
allowed the martyrs to endure the ills and hardships inflicted on them.  Augustine contrasts this 
patience with impatience, which is an unwillingness to endure hardship.
 126
  Augustine accuses 
Donatist voluntary martyrs of demonstrating their impatience by preferring to end their lives 
rather than endure the hardships of governmental oppression or marriage. 
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Conclusion 
 Augustine rejects all forms of voluntary martyrdom, but in doing this, he rejects many 
of the traditions of North African Christianity.  He founds his break with tradition on the 
understanding that suicide is sin and that the purpose of martyrdom was New Testament witness 
bearing.  If martyrdom bore witness to the Christian’s love of life, how could the Christian rush 
headlong into death?  The Donatists, on the other hand, held fast to the traditions they had 
received.  Augustine’s break with the traditions of Tertullian and others allowed him to widen 
the divide between Catholics and Donatists, compelling the average North African to pick a side 
in the struggle. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPECTACLE, SUFFERING, 
AND CAUSE IN MARTYRDOM 
 
 
Martyr passions became a form of holy entertainment in late antiquity.  When the 
martyr heroes engaged in epic struggles with the forces of evil, Christians viewed these tales as 
their own spectacles that rivaled the spectacles of the arena and coliseum.  Often the tales 
contained elements of humor, as the martyrs made their interrogators appear foolish through 
witty wordplay.  These stories moved Christians through the full range of their emotions when 
humor gave way to gruesome depictions of torture and suffering.  In the texts, the persecutors 
often pitted Christians against beasts and gladiators in the arena, reinforcing the link between 
martyrdom and spectacle.  In the end, the martyr finished his or her contest well, dying as a 
faithful Christian despite the temptations of the Devil, and the listeners would rejoice in the 
defeat that signaled victory.  Augustine approved of viewing martyrdom as holy spectacle, but he 
defined it so as to remove any doubt in his congregants that holy spectacle belonged only to the 
Catholics. 
The Holy Spectacle of Martyrdom 
 Roman culture in late antiquity offered many spectacles for the public.  Romans 
enjoyed watching the antics of gods and heroes at the theater.  The excitement of the stadium’s 
chariot races created special bonds among the supporters of certain teams.  The gladiatorial 
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games of the arena both reflected and shaped Roman attitudes towards death.
127
  These 
spectacles became integral parts of Roman life in late antiquity, and Christians used the language 
of these feats of strength and athleticism to describe their experience. 
 From the beginning, Christians viewed faith in terms of an athletic contest.  The 
apostle Paul wrote, “For I think that God has exhibited us apostles as last of all, like men 
sentenced to death; because we have become a spectacle to the world, to angels and to men.”
128
  
Paul used this metaphor of the athletic contest for the interior life of faith frequently.  The motif 
of the athlete in a spectacle also worked well for Christians who found themselves engaged in 
exterior struggles.  When considering the deaths of Perpetua and Felicity, Augustine exclaims to 
his congregation, “What could be sweeter than this spectacle?  What more courageous than this 
contest?  What more glorious than this victory?”
129
  When the church read aloud the Passion of 
Perpetua, the invisible struggle of faith that every believer experiences suddenly burst forth into 
the visible realm.  As a crowd cheering the victorious gladiator, the congregation honored the 
martyrs who conquered death.   
When these martyrs died, North Africans cheered for ignoble purposes.  Augustine 
notes, however, with a sense of irony that now more North Africans cheer their deaths in order to 
honor them than cheered their deaths to mock them:  “Neither then was the theater of cruelty 
filled with as great a crowd to kill them, as the one that now fills the church of piety to honor 
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them.”
130
  The spectacle provided by the Roman persecutors failed to have the desired effect.  
While providing some transitory entertainment for a few “gentiles,” it should have slowed the 
growth of Christianity.  The opposite occurred.  Augustine believes that the spectacle was 
orchestrated by God in order to teach the North Africans and grow the Church. 
 Although the accounts of struggle and death made good stories and gave real pleasure 
at their recounting, according to Augustine, God did not give this holy spectacle merely for 
entertainment.  Augustine emphasized the didactic element of the spectacle.  After the reading of 
Saint Vincent’s passion on January 22, 411, Augustine says, “Our spirits have just taken in a 
great and very marvelous spectacle; it was not a wholly vain and pernicious pleasure that we 
derived from it, such as is usual in the theaters with all their tinsel triviality, but plainly a most 
useful and fruitful pleasure that we drank in with our inner eyes.”
131
  The martyrologies taught 
the congregation the necessary virtues such as patience, and they reiterated Christianity’s central 
theme of conquering death. 
 Not only did martyrologies offer North African congregations edifying entertainment, 
these tales substituted for the traditional spectacles provided by Roman culture.  Augustine was 
no supporter of the circuses.  In a sermon probably preached on September 14, 401, at one of 
Cyprian’s shrines, Augustine rails against the traditional games and offers the martyrdom of 
Cyprian as a suitable substitute. 
What evils vulgar, shameless curiosity is the cause of, the lust of the eyes, the avid craving 
for frivolous shows and spectacles, the madness of the stadiums, the fighting of contests for 
no reward!  The charioteers compete for some prize; for what prize do the crowds fight over 
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the charioteers?  But the charioteer delights them, the hunter delights them, the player 
delights them.  Is this the way it is, then, that vile baseness delights the decent man?  You 
can also change your consuming addiction to shows and spectacles; the Church is offering 
your mind more honest and venerable spectacles.  Just now the passion of the blessed 
Cyprian was being read.  We were listening with our ears, observing it all with our minds; 
we could see him competing, somehow or other we felt afraid for him in his deadly peril, 
but we were hoping God would help him.
132
 
Augustine preached this sermon at one of Cyprian’s shrines in Carthage, a city that provided a 
number of distractions for those so inclined.  Augustine knew the allure that Carthage’s 
traditional spectacles could have for a Christian.  During his younger days in that city, his friend 
Alypius was addicted to the games.  Only a rebuke from Augustine could cure him of his 
madness.
133
  
 Though admitting that they compel, Augustine attacks the baseness and frivolity of the 
shows.  Augustine claims, however, that the recounting of Cyprian’s martyrdom is equally 
compelling.  Not only is the story instructive, but also it elicits an emotional response from the 
hearer.  Augustine continues this sermon by offering proof that the holy spectacles are more 
worthy than the spectacles of the stadium. 
Anyway, do you want to know, in a word, what the difference is between our shows and 
spectacles and those of the theaters?  We, to the extent that we are of sound and healthy 
mind, would love to imitate the martyrs whose contests we are watching; we, I repeat, 
would love to imitate the martyrs whose contests we are watching.  Decent spectator, when 
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you are watching a show in the theater, you’re off your head if you have the audacity to 
imitate the performer you love.
134
 
Gladiators and actors had dubious reputations, even among the pagan Romans.  Christians, 
however, could be thrilled by the martyrs’ victories and esteem them as most honored in the 
kingdom of heaven.  
Martyrs as Athletes 
 Given the spectacle of martyrdom, early Christians naturally came to view their 
martyrs as athletes engaged in a competition.  In Roman society, however, all athletes were men.  
Martyrdom, which knew no preference of gender, included both men and women.  The men 
became athletes.  The women made the same shift, taking on Roman virtues of manliness.   
 The martyrs went into the arena as criminals, but once there, they played the part of 
the trained athlete.  Not only did Christians view their martyrs in this light, but also the martyrs 
themselves often viewed their struggle as some sort of athletic competition.  Before her 
martyrdom, Perpetua had a vision in which she sees her coming death in terms of a gladiatorial 
struggle.
135
 
My clothes were stripped off, and suddenly I was a man.  My seconds began to rub me 
down with oil (as they are wont to do before a contest).  Then I saw the Egyptian on the 
other side rolling in the dust.  Next there came forth a man of marvelous stature, such that 
he rose above the top of the amphitheatre.  He was clad in a beltless purple tunic with two 
stripes (one on either side) running down the middle of his chest.  He wore sandals that 
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were wondrously made of gold and silver, and he carried a wand like an athletic trainer and 
a green branch on which there were golden apples.
136
 
After her vision, Perpetua claims, “I realized that it was not with wild animals that I would fight 
but with the Devil.”
137
  This vision provides insight into the way some martyrs viewed their 
deaths.  Perpetua saw herself as a trained fighter; in the vision she becomes a man in order to win 
the contest.  Her adversary was the devil, symbolized by the Egyptian.  Significantly, God, who 
makes his appearance as the giver of the contest, orchestrated the martyrdom itself. 
 In her vision, God gives Perpetua a branch when she overcomes the Egyptian.
138
  
Christians commonly referred to the reward of martyrdom as a crown, the kind of prize an 
athlete received after winning his competition.  Thus as martyrs move from being criminals to 
athletes, the martyrdom itself moves from being punishment to an opportunity.  Augustine tells 
his congregation, “He [God] instructed his athlete what to do, and set before him what he would 
receive.”
139
  God did not send martyrdom as punishment, but as a chance to gain reward.   
 If God and the martyr view the martyrdom as an athletic contest, Christians ought to 
use the metaphor as well.  In his writings, Tertullian uses this language frequently.  Since he 
himself was no martyr, he cast himself in the role of a spectator cheering for his favorite.  In his 
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Ad Martyras, Tertullian compares his exhortations to the encouragement the crowd gives a 
performer. 
Not that I am specially entitled to exhort you, yet not only the trainers and overseers, but 
even the unskilled, nay, all who choose, without the slightest need for it, are wont to 
animate from afar by their cries the most accomplished gladiators, and from the mere 
throng of onlookers useful suggestions have sometimes come.
140
 
These cries of exhortation were meant to spur the martyrs on towards greater “manliness” in the 
face of their trials. 
 The martyrs earned their crowns with virtues that Roman society viewed as masculine.  
Endurance, strength, activity, agency, these traits belonged to the athlete.  These traits gave 
victory to a competitor.  Though these traits were masculine, not all martyrs were men.  Perpetua 
“became” a man.  Likewise, Tertullian believed that women martyrs had to act like men.
141
  
Augustine, however, taught that these masculine virtues were located not in the martyrs, whether 
they be male or female, but the virtues were possessions of Christ. 
Christ in the Athlete 
 Augustine admires the passivity and feminine qualities of the martyrs.  Though some 
of his language may be merely rhetorical overstatement befitting the occasion, when preaching 
on Perpetua and Felicity’s feast day, Augustine indicates that these women epitomized the 
martyr spirit.  He preaches, “For what is more glorious than these women, whom men more 
easily admire than imitate?”
142
  At another time he calls their martyrdoms a “greater miracle” 
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than those of the men who died with them.
143
  Moreover, Augustine does not gloss over the 
frailty of the women or congratulate them on playing the man (even though, as noted above, 
Perpetua herself emphasizes this aspect).  In fact, he savors their feminine weakness, even as he 
exalts them as the preeminent martyrs.  Augustine dwells on the tears that Perpetua shed when 
her father was beaten because of her adherence to Christianity.  He tells his congregation, “In 
fact that pain in no way undermined the strength of her resolve, and also added to the renown of 
her sufferings.”
144
  Augustine believed that Perpetua’s frailty was her greatest strength.  In the 
same sermon, Augustine says, “For there is a more glorious crown for the weaker sex, because 
clearly a manly spirit has done more in women.”
145
  This “manly spirit” is not something that the 
martyrs work up on their own.  Augustine speaks of the spirit of Christ working through the 
martyrs.   
 According to Augustine, the true martyrs did not work their marvelous feats of 
endurance by their own fortitude, but rather, Christ worked in them to produce the patience 
necessary for martyrdom.  In a sermon on the Scillitan Saints probably preached in Carthage 
early in his career, Augustine says, “The strength of Christ’s martyrs, both men and women, is 
Christ.”
146
  Indeed, Augustine supposed martyrdom should not be attempted apart from this 
indwelling of Christ’s strength.  In 250, Castus and Aemilius failed during their first encounter 
with martyrdom and burned the incense.  At a later date, however, they remained faithful and 
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were martyred.
147
  Preaching on their feast day in 397, Augustine says, “Perhaps they too, to 
begin with, relied presumptuously on their own powers, and that’s why they fell away.  He 
showed them who they really were, in themselves, and who he really was.”
148
  The power and 
strength for martyrdom dwell within the martyrs but originate outside them. 
This strength is best viewed through the martyr’s personal weakness.  The weaker the 
martyr, the greater the martyrdom.  Embracing this weakness was in itself an imitation of Christ.  
Augustine taught his people, “The one who had made himself weak for them was shown to be 
undefeated in them.”
149
  While Tertullian encouraged women to act like men, Augustine 
encouraged his hearers to embrace the qualities that society thought of as feminine. Passivity and 
frailty belonged to the martyr; activity and strength belonged to Christ.  The martyr could be 
perfected only by witnessing to the manly virtues of Christ.
150
 
 This shift in thinking relates back to Augustine’s concern that Christians view 
martyrdom in light of New Testament witness bearing.  Exalting the weakness or passivity of the 
martyrs also bears directly on the questions surrounding voluntary martyrdom, which were 
examined in the previous chapter.  When Augustine claims that the active element in martyrdom 
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is the spirit of Christ, he is emphasizing that martyrdom first and foremost is about the witness 
bearing.  The martyrs were the athletes of the Church, but Augustine shifts the attention from the 
martyr-athlete to the Christ-athlete in the martyr.  This shift takes attention off the sufferings of 
the martyr in the holy spectacle and highlights the message of Christ behind the sufferings.  
Augustine gave his persecution-free congregation a more spiritual form of imitation, and his new 
emphasis allowed him to question the sufferings that his Donatist neighbors experienced in the 
name of Christ. 
Cause versus Punishment in Martyrdom 
 In his sermons, Augustine exalted the martyrs’ cause over the martyrs’ sufferings in 
order to define the boundaries of martyrdom for his flock.  He says, “Let us love in them, not 
their sufferings, but the causes of their suffering.  For if we loved only their sufferings, we are 
going to find many who suffered worse things in bad causes.”
151
 When preaching on the martyrs 
and martyrdom, Augustine frequently cites Psalm 43:1, in which the persecuted psalmist asks 
God to “distinguish my cause.”  After citing this passage Augustine often says, “The punishment 
does not make the martyr, but the cause does.”
152
  Augustine freely admits that Donatists 
suffered, but their suffering was not martyrdom because their cause was outside the Catholic 
church.  He illustrates this point by reminding his hearers that Jesus was crucified between two 
criminals.  Though all three men received the same punishment, only Jesus’ suffering had a just 
cause; the other two men suffered for their own iniquity.
153
  In another sermon, Augustine 
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provocatively asserts that if suffering makes the martyr, then even the Devil could claim the 
name. 
If suffering is what is to be boasted about, then the devil himself can also do some boasting.  
Notice how much he is suffering, with his temples everywhere being pulled down, his idols 
everywhere being smashed, his priests and soothsayers everywhere being beaten.  Can he 
say, do you suppose, “I too am a martyr, because I am enduring such great sufferings”?
154
 
As in the case of the Devil, Donatists did not suffer unjustly, but reaped the consequences of 
their choices. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Augustine viewed patience as the hallmark of 
martyrdom.  It prevented Christians from engaging in voluntary martyrdom.  Christ gave this 
patience to his church.  Many Donatists martyrs did not engage in voluntary martyrdom but 
suffered at the hands of Catholic magistrates.  Nonetheless, Augustine teaches that they did not 
exhibit patience.  Instead, they succumbed to patience’s shadow vice, stubbornness.  Augustine 
says, “Endurance in the form of a vice is stubbornness.  For Stubbornness imitates patience, but 
it is not patience.”
155
  Augustine compares the Donatist martyrs to a criminal who receives his 
punishment with defiance instead of repentance.  He tells this congregation, “He is prepared to 
be tortured for Donatus.  Neither does he conceal this with a denial, but he confesses, nor is he 
ashamed, he boasts of his iniquity.”
156
  According to Augustine, Donatist martyrs did not receive 
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a martyr’s crown; instead, they only compounded their guilt by holding to their schism in the 
face of persecution. 
The Donatist movement was one of separation, not just from the Catholics, but also 
from society as a whole.  Donatists felt that their identity was constantly being threatened by 
persecution and compromise and that as a group they existed to maintain and defend an 
alternative to Roman North African society.
157
  Donatists wrote their martyr tales to provide 
foundations for supporting this alternative to society.   
The Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs tells the Donatist version of the North African 
schism’s antecedents.  Augustine’s criticism that Donatist martyrs died for a different cause 
seems applicable in this case.  The martyrs in this text exhort their hearers to schism.  
But already near to the Lord by their merits and their confession, they [the martyrs] directed 
those who succeeded them, the renewed progeny of the Christian name [those who would 
become Donatists], to be separated from all filth and communion with traitors by this 
warning: “If anyone communicates with the traitors, that person will have no part with us in 
the heavenly kingdom.”
158
 
Maureen Tilley rightly notes, “In this martyr story the biblical message is not the comforting 
theme of unity and peace but the strident call for condemnation and division.  Not reconciliation 
but separation and excommunication is the cry of these martyrs.”
159
  The Donatist church quickly 
came to view itself as a new Israel, separated from the godless nations, separated from both the 
Catholics and the pagans residing both inside and outside North Africa.  They rooted this 
conception of themselves in the tales of the martyrs who died preserving the scriptures, like the 
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Maccabbees who died for the Law.
160
  Augustine seeks to undermine this image of the divisive 
martyr with his sermons. 
 True martyrdom required union with the Church.  The Church belonged to God, not 
the bishops, and it could not be divided.  Claiming that the Donatists stole part of God’s flock 
and fed “their own sheep,” Augustine says, “Peter’s merit, because he fed God’s sheep, would 
never have been crowned with true martyrdom, if he had fed his own sheep.”
161
  For a 
martyrdom to be true martyrdom, it had to take place in God’s Church, not Donatus’s.  
And so let us honor the martyrs inside, in the tabernacle of the shepherd, in the 
members of the shepherd, ones marked by grace, not audacity; by piety, not temerity; as 
steadfast, not obstinate; as gathering together, not dividing and scattering.  In a word, if you 
wish to imitate true martyrs, choose yourselves a cause, so that you can say to the Lord, 
Judge me, O Lord, and distinguish my cause from an unholy nation (Ps 43:1).  Distinguish, 
not my pain and punishment, because an unholy nation has that too; but my cause, which 
only a holy nation has.  So choose yourselves a cause, hold onto a good and just cause, and 
with the Lord’s help have no fear of any pain or punishment.
162
 
The Donatists, however, viewed the Catholics’ version of unity as a specious one. 
 The Donatists believed that they possessed a unity of the pure and that Catholic calls 
for unity were ploys of Satan to destroy the true church, the Donatist church.  In a Donatist 
sermon given between 317-321, the preacher, perhaps Donatus himself, says: 
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Nevertheless, this rapacious robber was frustrated that he did not control everyone by this 
ruse.  So the enemy of salvation concocted a more subtle conceit to violate the purity of 
faith.  “Christ,” he said, “is the lover of unity.  Therefore, let there be unity.”  Those people 
who were already fawning on him and were deserted by God came to be called “Catholics.”  
By prejudice in favor of the name, those who refused to communicate with them were 
called “heretics.”
163
 
Later he goes on to say, “Therefore, the one who corrupts holy discipline could violate the 
chastity of faith under the by-word of unity, i.e., by compelling unity with himself, not with 
God.”
164
  Augustine claimed that Christians did not have unity with God apart from the Catholic 
communion; the Donatists claimed that Christians could not have unity with God in the Catholic 
communion. 
In order to support his own position, Augustine grounded his version of unity in the 
universal nature of Catholicism, a universality that posed problems for Donatists who were 
suspicious of the churches outside North Africa.  Augustine viewed the church as a people on the 
offensive, a people who would change the society that was its antithesis.  Peter Brown writes, 
“The Catholicism of Augustine … reflects the attitude of a group confident in its power to absorb 
the world without losing its identity.”
165
  In a sermon commemorating the martyrdoms of Peter 
and Paul, Augustine cites Psalm 19:4, in which the knowledge of God goes out to all the earth.  
He claims that God spreads this knowledge through these apostles’ martyrdoms, but Augustine 
does not pass up an opportunity to attack the schismatics.  “I imagine that they too are 
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celebrating the birthday of the apostles today; they pretend, indeed, to celebrate this day, but they 
certainly daren’t sing this psalm.”
166 
 Augustine believed that Donatists could not sing this psalm 
because some Donatists bishops taught that the church was only found in North Africa.  
Augustine viewed the universal aspect of the church as foundational, and this 
universality entailed unity.  If a martyr was outside Catholicism then he was not a martyr at all.  
In another sermon, Augustine cites Luke 24:46, which is another passage that implies the 
universality of the gospel, and then adds, “This is the Church you must acknowledge if you are a 
martyr, the Church expressly named by Christ’s own lips, foretold by the prophets, his heralds, 
this the one you must hold onto; shed your blood in this Church and for this Church.”
167
  No 
matter how dramatic the spectacle, and the Donatists capitalized on drama, attempts at 
martyrdom outside the communion of the Catholic church earned no crowns. 
Conclusion 
 The spectacle and sufferings of martyrdom elicited emotional responses from North 
African Christians.  Augustine affirmed this emotive tradition, but he cautioned his people that 
they needed to pay more attention to the cause of martyrdom than the spectacular feats that 
accompanied it.  Donatists had something that looked similar to martyrdom, but it was a perverse 
shadow of what the Catholics possessed.  The martyrs taught unity, not divisiveness.  Augustine 
ends one of his sermons on Perpetua, “At least we are all in attendance upon the same Lord, all 
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following the same teacher, accompanying the same leader, joined to the same head, tending our 
way to the same Jerusalem, pursuing the same charity, and embracing the same unity.”
168
 
Here Augustine makes no statement of therapeutic reconciliation.  This statement is one of 
solidarity.  When Augustine says “we all,” he refers not merely to the listening congregation; 
rather, he includes Perpetua and Felicity as well.  The martyrs stand with Augustine and his 
flock, condemning the Donatists and their schism. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
VENERATING THE MARTYRS IN 
AUGUSTINE’S NORTH AFRICA 
 
 
 Augustine’s program of redefining the experience of martyrdom had repercussions on 
how North African Catholics related to the martyrs.  His emphasis on the martyrs as testifiers to 
eternal truth meant that Augustine expected his flock to celebrate the feast days in a sober 
manner.  Venerating the martyrs was acceptable, but primarily the martyrs were worthy of 
imitation.  He warned against viewing the martyrs as mediators and sought to draw them near to 
his flock by supposing that they were part of the same congregation.  At every point, Augustine 
must redefine the traditions of his communion, distinguishing it from the neighboring Donatists. 
Honoring the Martyrs through Celebration 
 The North African churches, Catholic and Donatist alike, observed the martyrs’ feast 
days with exuberance.  Christians celebrated the victorious martyrs with feasting, drinking, and 
dancing, and the festivities often continued late into the night.  These celebrations would often 
take place at the graves of the martyrs, but often other locations sufficed for the memorial. 
Carthage had two shrines for Cyprian, one for his grave and one for the place of his execution.  
North Africans preferred their homegrown saints, such as Cyprian and Perpetua, who even 
received more attention than the martyred apostles did.
169
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 In Milan, Augustine’s mother Monica discovered that not all churches practiced these 
customs.  Augustine wrote that she “brought to certain oratories, erected in the memory of the 
saints, offerings of porridge, bread, and wine—as had been her custom in Africa—and she was 
forbidden to do so by the doorkeeper.”
170
  Augustine described his mother as a very temperate 
woman who only drank one cup of diluted wine, no matter how many saints she needed to honor.  
Even so the bishop Ambrose convinced her to abandon her native customs.  Augustine relates 
that Ambrose had two reasons for forbidding the practice: “it might be an occasion of gluttony 
for those who were already drunken and also because these funereal memorials were very much 
like some of the superstitious practices of the pagans.”
171
  Augustine took the example of 
Ambrose to heart, and upon his return to North Africa, he worked with other Catholic bishops to 
change the perception of the people regarding the purpose of the feast day. 
 Augustine filled his sermons on the martyrs with denunciations of what he saw as 
excesses in the popular celebrations.  In a sermon delivered in 401 in Carthage, Augustine 
compares those people who attend the martyr feasts for the purpose of drinking wine to their 
forebears who persecuted the martyrs.
172
  Augustine frequently condemns the drunkenness that 
attended feast days, and the Catholic bishops attempted to curtail some of the revelry that 
accompanied these holy days. 
 Augustine preached to a somewhat rowdy crowd in Carthage on January 23, 404, the 
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day after he sulkily refused to preach because of too much disturbance.
173
  In this sermon, he 
lauds the reforms that Aurelius the bishop of Carthage had instituted concerning the celebration 
of feast days.  Augustine tells those gathered, “We all know what a harmful mixing between 
males and females took place here, because we also were part of that stain in previous days.”
174
  
Since the days of Augustine’s youth, Aurelius had instituted a segregation of the sexes in order 
to minimize opportunity for immoral behavior.  Augustine sees this step as positive because he 
knows that not everyone who attended a saint’s feast was primarily interested in contemplating 
their victory over Satan.  He confesses to his audience, “When I went to vigils as a student in this 
city, I spent the night rubbing up beside women, along with other boys anxious to make an 
impression on the girls, and where, who knows, the opportunity might present itself to have a 
love-affair with them.”
175
  He encourages these Carthaginian Christians to keep up the good 
work by exclaiming, “Now how respectably vigils are kept, how chaste, how holy!”
176
  He 
claims that Aurelius’s reforms are so obviously beneficial that even those who wish to engage in 
dubious activities at the feasts of the martyrs will not be able to complain against them.
177
  
Instead of providing a day of worldly pleasure, a feast day should encourage North 
African Christians to imitate the martyrs’ virtues.  At the feast of some unidentified martyr, 
Augustine exhorted his congregation to have self-control.  He tells them, “So this is what it 
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means to love the martyrs, this is what celebrating the feast day of the martyrs with devotion and 
piety really means—not drowning yourself in wine, but imitating their faith and endurance.”
178
 
Though Augustine accuses the Circumcellions of the greatest excesses,
179
 he acknowledges that 
both Donatists and Catholics overindulged in the festive aspect of honoring the martyrs.  
Augustine attempted, therefore, to convince North African Christians to honor the martyrs 
through imitation. 
Honoring the Martyrs through Imitation 
 The Donatists and Catholics in North Africa viewed their relationships with the 
martyrs differently.  Donatist martyr texts were written to provide a link to their past.  The author 
of the Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs writes, “These [records] were inscribed in the indispensable 
archives of memory lest both the glory of the martyrs and the condemnation of the traitors fade 
with the passing of the ages.”
180
   When considering how to imitate the martyrs, the most obvious 
way that comes to mind is to suffer and perhaps even die at the hands of persecutors.  Though 
little evidence survives from the Donatists themselves, this call to imitate their martyrs’ 
sufferings was still relevant since they were still experiencing sporadic and varying levels of 
persecution from the Catholics.  A Donatist sermon from the first years of repression gives the 
clear message that the faithful need to prepare themselves to resist the persecutions of their false 
brothers.
181
  The Donatist congregations could also follow the martyrs’ example by maintaining 
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their distance from the Catholics.  The author of the Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs instructed his 
readers to “flee and curse the whole corrupt congregation of all the polluted people and all must 
seek the glorious lineage of the blessed martyrs, which is the one, holy and true Church, from 
which the martyrs arise and whose divine mysteries the martyrs observe.”
182
   
Donatist Christians continued to heed these admonitions during Augustine’s time.  In 
420, the tribune ordered Gaudentius, the Donatist bishop of Thamugadi, to surrender his 
cathedral to the Catholics.  Gaudentius refused, and his congregation rallied to his cause.  He 
promised an extreme reaction if the authorities resorted to force.  He threatened to burn the 
cathedral down with himself and the congregation inside.
183
  The result of the situation is 
unknown, but clearly the Donatists were willing to die in order to preserve their separation.  
 While the Donatists could imitate the martyrs in action, the Catholics, whose 
persecution had ended a century earlier, did not have the same opportunity.  Even so, Augustine 
attempts to preserve that element of imitation by exhorting his listeners to imitate the spiritual 
qualities of the martyrs.  After all, since the cause of martyrdom outshone the sufferings of 
martyrdom, spiritual imitation trumped physical imitation.  In one of his sermons on Perpetua 
and Felicity, Augustine preaches, “If we are not capable of following them in action, let us 
follow in affection; if not in glory, then certainly in joy and gladness; if not in merit, then in 
desire; if not in suffering, then in fellow feeling; if not in excellence, then in our close 
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relationship with them.”
184
  According to Augustine, the martyrs related to Christians as 
examples for imitating Christ. 
 All Christians were meant to follow that narrow way leading to salvation.  In a sermon 
on Peter and Paul, Augustine encourages his congregation, telling them that they do not walk 
that narrow path by themselves.  He claims that even though it is a “thorny” (spinosa) and 
“difficult” (dura) path, it has become “smooth” (lenis) because so many faithful have gone 
before.  He preaches, “The Lord himself went along it first, the apostles went along it fearlessly; 
after them the martyrs, boys, women, girls.”
185
  When Christians imitated the martyrs, they 
actually imitated Christ.  In a sermon preached in 408, Augustine claims that churches celebrate 
the feast days in order to promote this imitation.  He explains, “So this is why these feasts have 
been instituted in the Church of Christ; it’s so that by them the congregation of Christ’s members 
may be admonished to imitate Christ’s martyrs.  That’s absolutely the only value of this festivity, 
there isn’t any other at all.”
186
  While promoting what Augustine sees as the true value of the 
martyrs’ relationship to the congregation, this statement simultaneously reminds Augustine’s 
hearers of his disapproval of the revelry that so often attended these feasts.  Augustine continues, 
saying that God gave the church the martyrs’ example to preclude human frailty from inventing 
excuses as to why it could not imitate Christ:  “So therefore, it was to deny our weakness and our 
lack of faith all such excuses that the martyrs built for us a paved road.  It was to be built of 
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paving stones, on which we could walk without a qualm.”
187
  He says, “If you’re reluctant to 
imitate the Lord, imitate your fellow servant.”
188
 
 Not only did Augustine use the martyrs as examples for the Christian life, but also he 
used the Donatist martyrs as counterexamples.  In a sermon preached in Carthage on Cyprian’s 
feast day in 405, Augustine states, “To celebrate in honor of a martyr is easy; to imitate the 
martyr’s faith and patience is great.”
189
  Cyprian was the hero of all North African Christians, 
Catholics and Donatists alike.  In this sermon Augustine makes a dig against the schismatics.  He 
claims that Cyprian’s faith and patience allowed him to overcome the “errors and terrors” of his 
day.  In a clear allusion to the Donatists, Augustine warns, “In this age, errors and terrors 
abound.”
190
  Catholics needed protection from the errors of schism and the terrors of the 
Circumcellions.  Following Cyprian meant avoiding those who claimed him as founder.   
Along with this patience, Augustine viewed caritas, a giving love, as the fundamental 
virtue of the martyrs, and by extolling the martyrs’ caritas, he wished to help his flock avoid 
caritas’s opposite quality, pride.  He accuses the Donatists of being prideful.  He says, 
“Therefore, the spirit of God is a spirit of love [caritas], the spirit of this world a spirit of 
exaltation.  Those who have the spirit of this world are proud and ungrateful to God.”
191
  In this 
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passage, Augustine refers to the Donatist martyrs when he says “those who have the spirit of this 
world.”  Caritas is the foundational characteristic of the Christian, and caritas is exactly what 
Augustine accused the Donatists of lacking.  In another sermon on Cyprian, which Augustine 
may have preached during one of the more tense periods between the factions, he claims the 
Donatist martyrs were proud, and thus not Christian martyrs.  He even speculates that their pride 
drove the cliff-jumpers to suicide in order to found martyr cults for themselves.
192
  Since the 
Donatist church lacked caritas, it merely paid lip service to the true martyrs.  Augustine claims 
that the Donatists abandoned their spiritual founder Cyprian because the Christian qualities that 
Cyprian possessed were found with the Catholics, not the Donatists.  In preaching on the 
martyrs, Augustine encouraged his flock towards love, patience, and other virtues of the martyrs, 
while simultaneously reiterating the divide between the Catholics and the Donatists. 
Martyrs, Miracles, and Mediation 
 In spite of Augustine’s teaching that God gave the martyrs for imitative purposes, 
many North African Catholics must have persisted in some level of confusion regarding their 
relationship to the martyrs.  Was celebrating a martyr’s feast day a form of worship?  How 
should North African Christians understand their relationship with the martyrs in light of the 
miracles attributed to them?  Did the martyrs function as mediators between God and his people?   
 In his sermons, Augustine went to great pains to explain that Christians do not 
worship the martyrs on their feast days.  In 396, early in his preaching career, Augustine explains 
to those gathered:  
We don’t provide [the martyrs] with temples, with altars, with sacrifices.  Priests don’t 
make offerings to them; perish the thought!  These things are provided for God; or rather 
these things are offered to God, by whom all things are provided for us.  Even when we 
make the offering at the shrines of the holy martyrs, don’t we offer it to God?  The holy 
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martyrs have their place of honor.  Notice, please; in the recitation of names at the altar of 
Christ, their names are recited in the most honored place; but for all that, they are not 
worshiped instead of Christ.
193
 
When Augustine speaks of making “the offering at the shrines of the holy martyrs,” he probably 
means the Eucharist.  Augustine tries to correct any misunderstanding of either his congregation 
or those watching from the outside that Christians worship the martyrs.  He explicitly names 
Christ as the object of worship because the location of the congregation’s worship, the martyrs’ 
shrines, could lead to confusion. 
 In the same sermon, Augustine cites the fourteenth chapter of Acts, in which the 
residents of Lystra confuse Paul and Barnabas with Hermes and Zeus.  He notes that at the time 
they were horrified at being worshiped, and he claims that even after their deaths they would still 
be horrified if worshiped.
194
  He uses the opportunity to preach restraint in celebration to his 
listeners.  
The martyrs hate your flagons, the martyrs hate your roasting pans, the martyrs hate your 
drunken revels.  I am saying this without wishing to insult those who are not that sort; those 
who do such things can apply what I’m saying to themselves.  The martyrs hate these 
things, they don’t love those who go in for them.  But they hate it much more if they are 
themselves worshiped.
195
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No doubt, Augustine believed that if he could change North Africa’s traditional celebrations, 
then much of the confusion surrounding whether the martyrs were worshiped or not would be 
alleviated. 
 The miracles attributed to the martyrs complicated the question of their relationship to 
the congregation.  Some scholars have noticed a development in Augustine’s acceptance of the 
miraculous.  Many people note his lukewarm reception of miracles early in his career and his 
emphatic publishing of them later.
196
  Though his enthusiasm for the miraculous seems to have 
increased after the establishment of the cult of Stephen in North Africa, Augustine never denied 
the possibility of miracles done at the martyrs’ shrines.  In a sermon on Lawrence’s feast day in 
400, Augustine tells this people:   
Is there anyone who doesn’t know about the powerful merits of this particular martyr?  Did 
anybody ever pray there, and not obtain the favor asked for?  To how many of the weaker 
brethren have his merits granted even the temporal benefits which he himself scorned!  
They were conceded, you see, not so that those who prayed for them might remain in their 
weakness, but so that by being granted inferior benefits, their love might be stimulated to 
seek the better ones.
197
 
He emphasizes in this sermon that any miracles granted to the people should lead to their 
imitation of the higher virtues of the martyrs.  Needless to say, Augustine denied the existence of 
miracles among the Donatists and claimed that their supposed miracles caused them to worship 
their martyrs.
198
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 In Augustine’s last days, however, Hippo became awash in the miraculous.  In 416, 
Orosius brought some recently discovered relics of Stephen to North Africa.  Many shrines to 
Stephen were established throughout the countryside, and eventually, in 425, the cult arrived in 
Hippo.  At this point, Augustine became an enthusiast for the miraculous.
199
  In City of God, 
Augustine catalogues many of the miracles that he had either witnessed or heard from credible 
sources.  Many of these miracles are healings, but the martyrs were also known to buy a man a 
new coat.
200
   
Even though material benefits derived from a close association with the martyrs, 
Augustine, even in his most enthusiastic period, maintained that the martyrs’ main function 
remained the same.  At their death and in their miracles, the martyrs never stopped bearing 
witness.  Just a couple of years before his death, Augustine preached a sermon at the feast of 
Protase and Gervase, those martyrs, whose inventio by Ambrose helped start the cult of the 
martyrs in western Christianity. 
God never stops bearing witness; and he knows the right way to bring his miracles to our 
notice.  He knows how to act, so that they may be famous; he knows how to act, so that 
they don’t become commonplace.  He doesn’t grant health to everyone through the martyrs; 
but to all who imitate the martyrs, he does promise immortality.  What he doesn’t give to 
everyone should not be sought by anyone he doesn’t give it to; and those he doesn’t give it 
to must take care not to grumble against him, so that he may give them what he does 
promise at the end.  After all, even those people too who are now cured, die sooner or later; 
those who rise again at the end will live with Christ forever.
201
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Even though Augustine gives the impression that miracles were happening left and right, 
obviously not everyone who sought them found their needs fulfilled.  Augustine had to repeat 
that miracles’ main purpose was to bear witness to eternal life in Christ.
202
  
 This focus on the cult of martyrs has led Peter Brown to conclude that during these 
later years, Augustine was “redefining the nature of the true intermediaries between God and 
men.”
203
  Brown believes that for North African Christians the martyrs began to serve as 
intermediaries.   
Unlike the rebel angels, these beings [the martyrs] would link men to God by being equally 
his servants, and so committed to forwarding his will among men as their fellow servants.  
The cult of the martyrs, therefore, presented a paradox that enabled Augustine to invert the 
traditional hierarchy of the universe.  Men who had shown themselves, as martyrs, to be 
true servants of God, could bind their fellow men even closer to God than could the angels.  
[...] Only the martyrs, heavy with the humility of human death, could bridge that fault.
204
 
Brown believes that late antique Christians, including Augustine, viewed the martyrs as playing 
the role that patrons formerly played.
205
 
Perhaps Augustine’s congregation dismissed their bishop’s teaching and embraced 
their martyrs as intermediaries, but no evidence exists that Augustine did.  To support his thesis, 
Brown cites City of God 8.27 and 10.1, 3, 7, and 20.  These passages, however, do not support 
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his thesis.  Augustine explicitly writes in City of God that the only intermediary between God 
and humans is Jesus Christ.
206
  Angels are not the go betweens, but neither are the martyrs.  
Here again, Augustine breaks with the Christian tradition in North Africa, which 
viewed the martyrs as mediators in some ways.  Tertullian wrote, “Some, not able to find this 
peace in the Church, have been used to seek it from the imprisoned martyrs.”
207
  The Donatists 
probably continued in this tradition of Tertullian.  Indeed their telling of the schism’s foundation 
emphasizes this issue.  The Donatists condemned Mensurius and Caecilian for refusing to allow 
the faithful to bring gifts to the martyrs in prison.
208
 
The Relationship of the Martyrs 
to the Congregation 
 Instead of viewing the martyrs as intermediaries, Augustine sought to incorporate 
them into the Catholic church.  Though Peter Brown’s thesis that Augustine viewed the martyrs 
as patrons is problematic, his idea that Heaven and Earth were joined at the grave of the martyr 
has merit.
209
  In his preaching, Augustine sought to tear down the barriers between the living and 
the dead, incorporating all Christians into one holy congregation.
210
  First, he makes the martyrs 
more accessible for his hearers.  Second, he offered the crown of martyrdom to any faithful 
member of his congregation.
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 First, Augustine dismisses any perceived hierarchy of the martyrs being above the 
members of the congregation.  He preaches, “It isn’t, after all, the case that you are human 
beings and they weren’t; not, after all, the case that you were born, and they were born quite 
differently; I mean, they didn’t carry around flesh of a different kind from what you do.  We are 
all from Adam, we are all trying to be in Christ.”
211
  Augustine tells his flock that they share the 
same fallen condition as the martyrs and they share the same goal of attaining Christ.  He implies 
that what the martyrs accomplished they could do too. 
 Augustine did believe that the martyrs were advocates with God for Christians.  He 
taught that they prayed for the Christians still living.
212
  Indeed, Augustine committed himself to 
their prayers:  “May the prayers of the martyrs assist me, as I set out to speak about the glory of 
the martyrs, and to state briefly the just cause of their martyrdom.”
213
  Their prayers for 
Christians, however, did not place them above the congregation; it placed them within it.  
Preaching before bishops and laity in Carthage, Augustine claims that while the bishops pray for 
their people, the bishops also need prayers from the laity on their behalf.
214
  The martyrs after 
death continue in the same role that everyone else in the congregation does.  Everyone in the 
church, dead or alive, should pray for the continuation of Christ’s witness through that Catholic 
church.  Instead of a hierarchy of patronage, Augustine viewed the church as a family of brothers 
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and sisters.  Members, living or dead, had different gifts and roles, but they all had the same 
Father. 
Second, Augustine expanded the crown of martyrdom to all Christians within the true 
church.  At the turn of the fifth century, a Catholic no longer expected to die a martyr’s death.  In 
spite of a lack of opportunity to die for the faith, Augustine kept martyrdom within reach for 
each member of his congregation.  Emphasizing the martyrs’ cause and downplaying their 
sufferings excluded the Donatists from the definition of martyrdom, while simultaneously 
expanding the definition to include all those Catholics who remained true to the faith.  Augustine 
tells his people, “What’s required is the spirit of the martyr, because God, after all, does not 
delight in the shedding of blood.  He has many hidden martyrs.”
215
  Any faithful Catholic could 
consider himself a “hidden martyr” as long as he had the right spirit.  Augustine argues that the 
three Hebrew boys whom Nebuchadnezzar threw in the fire received the crown of martyrdom 
because they had firm faith, even though they did not suffer.
216 
 This firm faith should be coupled 
with endurance. Of course, faith and endurance should manifest the witnessing aspect of 
martyrdom.  Thus Augustine advises, “Everyone who preaches where he can, he is also a 
martyr.”
217
 
Even though the persecutions had stopped, Christians still faced subtler hardships.  In 
a sermon preached in the first decade of the fifth century, Augustine says, “Trials do not cease; 
fight them, and your crown is ready.”
218 
 Augustine must have believed that his congregation 
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would find this teaching shocking, so he continues the sermon by posing the disbelieving 
question “when?” and then answers it.  He tells those gathered that the faithful can only receive 
their martyrs’ crowns at death.  He uses the sickbed as his illustration, and claims that illness 
provides great opportunity for martyrdom.  According to Augustine’s sermons, charms and 
magical remedies for illness were still ubiquitous in North Africa at this time.  By resisting the 
temptation to use these charms, Christians resisted the devil and bore witness to their faith in 
Christ.
219
  In offering martyrdom to every Christian, Augustine moves the emphasis back to 
Paul’s idea of internal struggle.  The cosmic battle between God and the Devil moved from the 
arena to back inside the Christian’s heart. 
We can’t see this adversary of ours, and we can defeat him.  Why can’t we see him?  
Because it is inside us that we experience and check what he wishes to defeat us with.  You 
can’t see your enemy the devil, but you experience your avarice in yourself.  You can’t see 
your enemy the devil, but you experience your lust in yourself.  You can’t see your enemy 
the devil, but you experience your anger in yourself.  Defeat what you experience inside 
you, and those who are stalking you outside are already defeated.
220
 
Anyone can be a hidden martyr and receive the martyr’s crown as long as he or she heeds the 
example of the martyrs by resisting the devil.  Augustine says, “If you overcome not a man but 
the devil, […] don’t count yourself as not being a martyr.  Your feast day is not indeed in the 
calendar, but your crown is ready waiting for you.”
221
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Conclusion 
Though he eagerly published the miracles performed at the shrines, overall, Augustine 
has a rather sober view of his flock’s relationship to the martyrs.  The martyrs do not mediate 
between God and his people; rather, they exemplified the Christian virtues.  Though the 
persecution had ceased, any Christian could claim these virtues by looking to the same one who 
had bestowed them on the martyrs.  In his preaching, Augustine incorporates the martyrs into the 
Catholic community and offers the crown of martyrdom to faithful Catholics.  In the eyes of his 
flock, the Donatist churches lose their claim to be the Church of the Martyrs.  Augustine 
reconstructed the tradition of martyrdom in North Africa so that his congregation would view the 
persecuted Donatists as outside the traditions of the Church.  This act of Augustine’s was one of 
reclaiming the martyrs for the true Church. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
 During the fourth and fifth centuries, divisiveness characterized North African 
Christianity.  The Catholics claimed to be the true church because of their communion with 
Christian communities around the Mediterranean.  The Donatists claimed moral purity because 
of their persecutions and their close association with the martyrs.  Even though the Donatists 
claimed to be the “Church of the Martyrs,” all Christians in North Africa participated in the 
martyr cults.  Therefore, by the end of the fourth century, North Africa’s cult of the martyrs had 
become a weapon in the war between these rival communions. 
 Through his sermons on the lives and deaths of the martyrs, Augustine of Hippo 
sought to sever the Donatists’ link to the martyrs and reclaim them for his own communion.  
Augustine carefully defined and redefined martyrdom, returning it to the New Testament ideal of 
the mavrtuV as a testifier or witness.  Augustine reconstructs martyrdom as the act of bearing 
witness, ignoring the notions of sacrifice that often attended it in the popular martyr texts.  
Martyrdom contained no elements of propitiation; Augustine claimed that God purposed the 
deaths of the faithful to be evangelistic.   
This reconstruction provides Augustine’s foundation for warning his flock against 
viewing martyrdom as the Donatists did.  According to Augustine, voluntary martyrdom was 
unacceptable for Christians.  No good could come from the evil act of self-killing, and voluntary 
martyrdom denied the martyrs’ true desire for life.  Augustine argues that the self-offerings of 
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the Circumcellions were incompatible with the Christian faith, distinguishing further the actions 
of the true church from the misdeeds of the most notorious of the schismatics.   
Not all Donatists who suffered, however, suffered voluntarily.  Both the Donatist and 
Catholic churches appreciated martyrdom as a holy spectacle.  By focusing on the struggle, 
Donatists could link their martyrs, such as Maximian and Isaac, to those martyrs from the era 
before Constantine.  While Augustine finds the idea of the holy spectacle useful, he shifts its 
emphasis.  He taught that Christians must not admire the sufferings of martyrs for their own 
sakes; Christians must look past the sufferings to honor the cause of the martyrs.  That cause 
belongs solely to the Catholics.  Donatism had no claim on martyrdom because it did not share 
with martyrdom the proper cause of the true church.  Augustine claims that even though the 
Donatists might have the right baptism, they did not have caritas.  Without caritas, which 
manifests itself in unity, the Donatists could not claim to be the Church of the Martyrs.   
Augustine instructed his congregation how they must act in light of their position as 
heirs to the martyrs.  Honoring the martyrs should not include dissolute feasting.  Christians 
honored their special dead when they imitated the martyrs’ spiritual virtues.  According to 
Augustine, when Christians imitated these virtues, they bore witness to the same spiritual 
realities to which the martyrs bore witness.  The martyrs occupied a special place in the church, 
but the key for Augustine was that they were “in” the church, not above it.  He incorporated them 
into the universal holy congregation that comprised both the living and the dead.  Augustine’s 
emphasis on the martyrs’ witness bearing allowed him to offer martyrdom to all Catholics 
regardless of persecution’s presence or absence.  Any faithful Christian could look forward to the 
promise of a martyr’s crown.  Through his redefining and reconceptualizing of the experience of 
martyrdom, Augustine reclaims not only the martyrs for the North African Catholics, but he also 
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reclaims martyrdom itself, in spite of his communion’s post-Constantinian peace.  Augustine’s 
church was not merely the “Church of the Martyrs;” he believed it was the church for the 
martyrs. 
Augustine’s understanding of how the martyrs related to the Donatist and Catholic 
churches is significant for understanding both martyrdom and the cult of the martyrs in late 
antiquity.  In his sermons on the martyrs, Augustine evinces a preoccupation with the Donatists 
that demonstrates the local character of the North African martyr cult.  Many of Augustine’s 
concerns regarding the martyr cult are unique to his time and place in history.  In light of this 
fact, historians should avoid generalizations about the cult of martyrs whenever possible.  There 
was not a cult of the martyrs, but rather innumerable cults of the martyrs.  Christian communities 
around the Mediterranean did not have a tradition of venerating the martyrs; rather many 
traditions existed.  Even when praxis coincided, the meanings imputed to that praxis could vary 
from group to group, and even individual to individual.
222
 
Similarly, studying Augustine’s sermons helps correct earlier generalizations 
regarding the Donatist controversy, such as Frend’s, which viewed Donatism as a resurgence of 
indigenous North African culture.  The sermons suggest that the churches’ battle was over ideas.  
Bishops could wage war with each other on the theological level, but they fought at the lowest 
levels too, using the homily to persuade their flocks.  Indeed, a bishop who lost his flock to a 
rival might have little standing to address the concerns of North African Christianity more 
broadly.  Reading the sermons communicates the sense of urgency with which Augustine and the 
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I was privileged to hear a fine paper delivered by Phil Booth of Cambridge on the cult of 
Cosmas and Damian in Constantinople.  Booth demonstrated that one shrine in Constantinople peaceably 
served both Arian and Orthodox Christians.  Even one localized cult might not be describable in 
monolithic terms.  Phil Booth, “Competing Discourses and Cultural Pluralism in the Cult(s) of Saints 
Cosmas and Damian” (paper presented at An Age of Saints? Sainthood, Scepticism and Authority in the 
Mediterranean Koine c. 200-900 AD, Trinity College, University of Cambridge, September 2007). 
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other Catholic bishops fought the Donatists.  Souls were at stake, and lost sheep had to be 
rounded up. 
By analyzing Augustine’s feast day sermons that attack Donatism, this study 
highlights a frequently overlooked aspect of Augustine’s life, his role as pastor.  In the sermons, 
Augustine demonstrates his concern for his flock and his desire to correct their theology as well 
as their behavior.  By focusing on the New Testament’s definition of “martyr,” Augustine 
demonstrates his zeal for biblical exposition even when he is not preaching from a biblical text.  
Augustine’s life and preaching are the product of unique circumstances acting upon powerful 
ideas.  By attending closely to how in his preaching he accommodates those ideas to his flock, 
we can better understand both Augustine as a person and his context. 
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